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FOREWORD

European history in the last fifty years has been a great
success. Several generations of Europeans have lived
their whole lives in freedom and have not been wit-

ness to war in the Old Continent. This is a valuable legacy
that we should all keep in mind and which must be respon-
sibly managed to guarantee its future success. 

The history of Europe was marked by conflict for a very
long time. However, it was not an unavoidable curse. A new
path could be forged. After World War II political leaders
that made reasonable and responsible decisions came on
stage and changed the course of history. As a result,
Europe is what it is today: a space for freedom, democracy
and prosperity. 

The Europe we know today was possible because it was
Atlantic. And it will only be possible in the future if it conti-
nues to be so. This Atlantic Europe, after a dark period en-
ding with World War II, began to enjoy the best years in its
history. 

It was the Atlantic connection that made it possible to
defeat National Socialist and Communist totalitarianisms.
The bond was conceived as a firm commitment to freedom,
democracy and a chance for Europe to exist. 
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FAES defends the Atlantic Alliance and has therefore pro-
posed reforms to adapt it to the new era1. A renewed
Atlantic Alliance, able to meet new threats, is essential for
preserving the security and freedom of Europe. 

The historical framework within which freedom thrived in
Europe has been, and is, the nations that make it up.
Europe is based on the Nation States. Europe, the free
Europe we all know, would not survive if we tried to do away
with those nations. The values behind the European pro-
cess are embodied in political realities that are close to
each other due to historical reasons. 

An attempt to eliminate the Nation States, which is what
the exclusionary nationalisms strive for, would only cause
more problems. It is worth remembering that every time the
identitarian and exclusionary ideologies have taken the lead
it has caused division and conflict. 

The Europe we know today was possible 
because it was Atlantic. And it will only be 
possible in the future if it continues to be 
Atlantic. It was the Atlantic connection that 
made it possible to defeat National Socialist 
and Communist totalitarianism. 

Consequently, FAES defends the idea that the interests
of the States and the interests of Europe are not incompa-
tible. On the contrary, only strong States can build a strong
Europe. 

1 NATO: An Alliance for Freedom, FAES, Madrid, 2009. 
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In this regard it is also important to set limits for the
European Union, and not only in the geographic sense.
Europe is not a global concept and therefore should set its
borders. Limits should also be set for what Europe can and
should do. Europe cannot be an excuse to curb freedom, as
some are attempting by changing the nature of the
European project. 

The origin of the European integration process was pre-
cisely the idea of expanding its citizens’ freedom. That is
why it is important to remember and reaffirm Europe’s
Christian roots. 

Europe cannot be explained without its Christian roots.
Denying Europe’s Christian heritage is a key factor in the
moral and intellectual confusion of our time, and therefore
one of the things that weakens us the most. 

Europe cannot be a social engineering project. We must
return to the original idea and move forward with the Europe
of freedom. The condition for freedom is keeping power in
check. Europe should focus on freedom. 

Europe must be more influential. The best way to realize
this is to achieve a powerful economy through a reform pro-
gram. Europe’s future can only be founded on the econo-
mics of freedom and opportunity. It urgently needs to offer
hope and employment to millions of unemployed
Europeans. 

Europe needs to grow and create more jobs.
Interventionism and protectionism are not the way to accom-
plish this. Only openness and liberalization in a framework
of stability can generate the confidence needed to restore
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strong growth. The Single Market, the advent of the euro, the
Stability and Growth Pact, all have been great achievements
and it is in our best interest to get back on that road in order
to move forward along the path of prosperity. 

Europe must also be more open to the world. The crea-
tion of a large area of economic integration in conjunction
with the United States, and open to all countries who wish
to participate, could be an important engine of economic
growth for Europe and the rest of the world. FAES has de-
fended this in its report A Case for an Open Atlantic
Prosperity Area2.

History shows that the more open and integrated Europe
is, the better for the European economy and for Europe as
an area of freedom and prosperity. 

Consequently FAES believes in an open Europe, in a
Europe of reform, not in an interventionist and closed
Europe. We believe in a Europe that is open to the world
and able to launch an ambitious reform programme. 

Europe will be more influential in the world if it is able to
become the most important economic region. And it will be
less influential if the current trend continues. Consequently,
economic transformation is also a political goal aimed at in-
creasing Europe's future global responsibility. 

We must realize that our continent is in demographic de-
cline. Europe is in the midst of a profound demographic cri-
sis. It is very difficult to be influential in global terms when

2 A case for an open Atlantic Prosperity Area, FAES, Madrid, 2006.
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you suffer a demographic decline that has been irrespon-
sibly encouraged by some. 

Europe must define very clearly its immigration policies.
They must be based on two very clear ideas: legality and
equality under the law, without discrimination of any kind
based on origin, race, sex or religion. The model for suc-
cess can be none other than integration, based on the va-
lues and principles of the open societies of Europe. 

Europe is based on the Nation States. Europe, 
the free Europe we all know, would not survive if
we tried to do away with those nations.

For over a year, and under the direction of Alberto
Carnero, FAES has undertaken an analysis with the goal of
identifying the main challenges Europe faces. Politicians,
academics and professionals who, like us, believe in a
strong, Atlantic and free Europe were consulted. Their va-
luable comments and contributions have greatly improved
this work. However, the ultimate responsibility of this politi-
cal, economic and social analysis of Europe and the propo-
sals the report contains lies with FAES. 

Europe must believe in itself. We must be able to defend
the values that have made Europe’s success possible, be
ready to protect its roots and open ourselves to the world
more than ever. We have the tools to do so. Strong leaders
will be needed to make Europe have stronger ambition and
hope for the future. 

JOSÉ MARÍA AZNAR

FOREWORD
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1
FOR AN OPEN, PROSPEROUS 

AND SECURE EUROPE

European integration after World War II has been a success.
We have been witness to the longest period of freedom,
peace and prosperity that Europe has ever seen. 

From its beginning, the pillars this project rested on
were: 

•The defence of the dignity of the individual, holder of in-
violable rights and freedoms, as well as bearer of his or
her own responsibility. 

•The recognition of the Nation States as the framework
for fulfilling Europeans’ freedom and guaranteeing their
equality under the law. 

•A commitment to economic freedom and private property
in a unified market with clear and stable rules as the
road to prosperity and well-being. 

•A pledge for a society of opportunities protected by ins-
titutional stability and the expansion of education and
culture which are the true engines for development.  

•A vocation to be a global actor with a strong Atlantic re-
lationship as the basis for security and defence. 
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The clearest signs of this achievement are: 

•The progressive consolidation in the Old Continent of li-
beral democracy and the Rule of Law. 

•The defeat of totalitarian Communism, just as the
Atlantic commitment also defeated totalitarian National
Socialism. Both were experiments in terror and social
engineering based on submission to the state and the
denial of freedom and dignity for individuals. 

•The consolidation of open, free and prosperous socie-
ties that foster free initiative and creativity and generate
growth and employment. 

The values this project is based on are not exclusive of
Europe, but have a universal scope and vocation. These are
the values of: 

•Individual dignity and freedom as the inviolable limits of
political power. Dignity and freedom that Europe’s
Christian cultural heritage not only helped to define, but
also collaborated in the creation of political and social
organizational systems worthy of them. 

•Liberal democracy and the separation of powers, the pre-
cedence of law and the equality of all before the law. 

•Pluralism and tolerance in the makeup of societies. 

•A thirst for knowledge based on philosophical, ratio-
nal and critical thinking and the scientific method, un-
thinkable in societies that are not open, free and to-
lerant. 

•Free-market economy and the promotion of individual in-
itiative. 
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•The humility to build, step by step, an institutional frame-
work that benefits citizens and combines realism and
ambition, but avoids the arrogance of unachievable
Utopias. 

•The principle by which society prevails over political
power which exists to preserve people’s rights and serve
the citizens. 

The desired goals were fully achieved: 

•Peace and reconciliation between European nations after
a long history of conflicts. 

•The guarantee of security to avert the threat of a totali-
tarian and expansionist model. 

•Cooperation in freedom by different nations that share
the ideals of democracy and respect each other’s natio-
nal sovereignty. 

•The common desire for prosperity based on a free eco-
nomy, private property and initiative. 

European reality and the world have changed conside-
rably, but these goals and principles continue to be as valid
as they were on the first day. 

This document, the result of a profound reflection by
the FAES Foundation, attempts to analyze, at a critical mo-
ment in Europe’s history, the main challenges that our so-
cieties face. We wish to propose a number of political ac-
tions that contribute to improving the workings of the
Union based on the principles, values and goals that for-
ged Europe's success. 
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Today, the goals could seem different, but they are not: 

•Today we live in peace, but we would be deluding oursel-
ves if we thought that peace is guaranteed. 

•After the tearing down of the Wall, internal and external
threats against open society and democracy persist. 

•The framework of European supranational cooperation
has served Europeans well within the Nation States,
which are still necessary. To preserve this success we
must avoid two temptations: on the one hand, diluting
the Nation States within Europe into a superstructure
lacking the legitimacy that stems from each European
nation’s historical reality and, on the other hand, creating
new State-like political realities which would only serve
to reignite old conflicts, impoverish its citizens and un-
dermine the principles of open and tolerant societies. 

•Overcoming the current severe economic crisis requires
making a clear effort towards openness, competition and
integration so that European economies are more dyna-
mic and create employment and wealth. 

Throughout their history, the European nations have al-
ways benefited from processes of economic, social and cul-
tural openness. Spain is a good example of how its active
participation in the European Union is a key factor in the
economic, political and social modernization of the country. 

Nevertheless, the European Union may stop being that
engine of modernization if the Governments of the Member
States ignore the need to cooperate in a supranational fra-
mework that, while defending their national interests, also
creates a shared interest and benefit.  
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It is essential for Europe to return to its original goals,
with the driving force of the recently elected European
Parliament and the future European Commission, to guaran-
tee future success. 
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2
A HISTORY OF SUCCESS: A BASIS 
FOR THINKING ABOUT THE FUTURE 

OF THE UNION

2.1. Introduction

In recent years Europe has devoted too much effort to in-
trospection which has not been very fruitful. The Maastricht
Treaty, which enabled positive advances such as the euro,
the “Third Pillar” or future enlargement, also began an in-
tense period of almost twenty years of continuous reforms
of European treaties which have deprived the Union of its
institutional stability. We have gone from a Europe of free-
dom to one in which bureaucratic inertia has resulted in ex-
cessive intervention.

In this period, the European Union has multiplied the
number of its members and grown in power. While Europe
and the world have been changing rapidly, different formu-
lae for reshaping Community institutions and policies have
been tried. Thought has been put into the purpose of the in-
tegration and an attempt was made to ratify a treaty called
the European Constitution. 

The principles and foundations of European integration
are still standing, in spite of the fact that during this period

16
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there has been no lack of crises, setbacks and omissions
worthy of criticism. 

We have witnessed attempts to change the original
model and substitute it for others (statist, federal, intergo-
vernmental, flexible). In spite of this, we can now still talk
about the successful “Community model” although parado-
xically the expression “European Community” has disappe-
ared from the new Treaties agreed to in Lisbon in December
2007.

In short, the “Community model” has made advances in
economic and political integration completely compatible
with the survival of the Nation States. This has all been
achieved by way of legislation and jurisprudence, but above
all because of a political leadership that is missing today. 

The Union is going through a confidence crisis. Some,
who consider themselves the keepers of the European spi-
rit, and who are obsessed with going too far and too fast,
are proposing goals that are currently unreachable and, oc-
casionally, undesirable. Consequently, there is a sense of
exhaustion. Citizens’ indifference and apathy regarding
European issues is increasing, just the opposite of what
they were attempting with the mandate to simplify the
Treaties initiated in 2001.

In the face of this arrogance, we defend the validity of
the current Community model for European integration. We
propose arguments for considering the future of the Union
based on those proven formulae for success which are ca-
pable of responding to the current challenges. 

17
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2.2. The Origins of Integration

European economic integration has been a political project.
The European Communities were above all a plan for sha-
red peace, freedom and prosperity. Reconciliation of long-
standing enemies was consolidated with this plan more
than with any other international agreement. 

The ECSC, the EEC and EURATOM were conceived to
overcome protectionism as well as nationalism, which have
been so harmful in European history. European integration
was not only conceived as an alliance of interests, but was
founded on shared values and ideals, with freedom and de-
mocracy as the main points of reference. After the defeat
of National Socialist totalitarianism, free Europe had to be
defended from Soviet Communism. 

We must not forget the Atlantic dimension of that pro-
cess. European integration, as well as the Nazi defeat and
the defence against Soviet expansionism, were possible
thanks to the United States and its commitment to
Europe through NATO. Its contribution was essential at all
levels for the reconstruction and cooperation between
Europeans. 

2.3. Community of Law and the European Market (1958-1992)

The Communities developed their own legal system betwe-
en 1958 and 1992. This code regulates the relationships
between the Community, the citizens and the Member
States. This is managed through an integrated legal system
based on the idea of supranationality. 
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The creation of a European market in the first thirty five
years of integration took place in an “Atlantic Era” context.
During that period, the United States was the ultimate gua-
rantor of defence and security for the European States that
had not really developed an operational capacity outside
NATO. As a result they were able to allocate a large part of
their resources to public intervention in the areas of welfa-
re and social protection. 

The European market is in many ways a forerunner of glo-
balization and its necessary economic, political and social
debates. It also left lasting marks: 

•Important state powers were transferred to European
institutions. 

•A true step forward was taken with majority decision-ma-
king in the Council of Ministers of the European
Economic Community to achieve the Internal Market.
This change allowed them to act more efficiently. The de-
cision-making process generates regulations that can be
directly applied by national judges in all of the Member
States. 

The Single European Act gives new momentum to econo-
mic unification that several years later culminates in the
Maastricht Treaty. Thus, the heart of integration is the
European market. This is not a negation of politics, but the
best context for proposing and realizing different visions of
Europe.  
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2.4. Changes, Strategic Decisions and Uncertainty
(1992-2007)

The tearing down of the Berlin Wall opened a period of great
hope. The breakup of the Soviet Union and the political and
economic transitions in Central and Eastern Europe meant
the victory of freedom and democracy in countries under
the Communist yoke. Soon after, Germany was reunited in
peace, freedom and as an Atlantic ally. 

In light of these profound changes, the Communities res-
ponded with strategic decisions. Among them were the sin-
gle currency, the successive enlargements, and the first at-
tempts at assuming European powers in the area of secu-
rity. 

Several initiatives also surfaced at this time aimed at
simplifying an increasingly complex regulatory and institu-
tional system. The challenge of setting material limits for
European legislation and improving the accountability of
community institutions was expressed in the Declaration on
the Future of the Union in the Nice Treaty and in the
Conclusions of the European Council in Laeken, unfairly ig-
nored in the European Convention. 

During this period numerous powers have been transfe-
rred to the European domain and we govern ourselves more
and more from Brussels. Therefore, it makes a great deal
of sense to improve accountability and transparency, re-
think the distribution of power between the European autho-
rities and the Member States, and adjust the requirements
for creating majorities and effectively protecting fundamen-
tal rights. 
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There are two risks. On the one hand, to consider
European nationalist formulae that intend to implement a
federal State and ignore the Community model and its ori-
ginal principles. On the other, to take a strictly intergovern-
mental and instrumental view of the European institutions
and ignore the political vocation of the integration process.
This has been possible due to its supranational component
and to a proven successful Community model. 

The failed European Constitution is a clear example of
the uncertainty that emerges when we lose sight of that
model. In fifteen years there have been four changes in the
Treaties with agreements in Maastricht, Amsterdam, Nice
and Lisbon. A process that is still open and has mostly pro-
voked sterile and unproductive debates.

2.5. Some Conclusions 

Today, the task before us is to create a new political confi-
dence in the European Union in accordance with the role
that it must assume in the world of the 21st century. 

The Union should not dedicate its best efforts to consti-
tutional introspection. In many areas – energy, immigration,
economic reforms – the Union does not have the means or
the political willingness yet to defend its common interests.
But if it does not become easier for the citizens to unders-
tand, it will not be possible to improve its ability to act. 

One pending question is the effective delimitation of
European powers. Solutions to problems will not come from
thoughtless transfer of national powers to the European
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Union, namely new European policies and more funding for
them. In many key areas the Member States are the ones who
should take a leading role. But future cooperation, in the fra-
mework of the Union, should not be excluded in new, very im-
portant areas (financial services, energy, euro governance). 

The issue of setting Europe’s definitive borders is also
still pending. The Old Continent cannot be a perpetually ex-
panding project. Geographic delimitation will help streng-
then all of the Member States and define stable and fruit-
ful relationships with its neighbours. 

The European Union should not seek to substitute the
Member States or define itself in terms of opposing the
United States, which is an essential partner for Europe’s fu-
ture. 

The Atlantic features of its origins also explain the
Union’s character. Consequently, it should be committed to
promoting and defending the values of political and econo-
mic freedom and be open to cooperation with those who
share them. These values have been essential in elimina-
ting economic protectionism among the European partners
and creating a “Community of Law” with clear democratic
features, different from the national judicial codes. 

On this basis, we have established non-discrimination on
the grounds of nationality, freedom of movement of factors
of production, free market competition, macroeconomic sta-
bility, economic and social cohesion, and foreign policy prin-
ciples in defence of common values, which we share with
other Western democracies. It seems like a good idea to
maintain the best parts of the past Community experience
when drawing up its future. 
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However, we must keep in mind the greater degree of
complexity of the current Union. 

The Community model underlying European integration
deserves to go on for another fifty years. But it is an open
model that permits evolution. It is a question of each Member
State “opening up” to integration and to its European partners
by way of legal and market mechanisms. 
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3
ECONOMIC POLICY REFORM 

TO EMERGE STRONGER 
FROM THE CRISIS 

Europe aspires to be an influential and decisive actor in
the world. The only way to achieve this is with a vibrant and
booming economy. To accomplish this, important economic
reform is necessary. 

Europe must be open and reformist, and not intervened
and closed. Europe will be more influential in the world if it
can become the most important economic region. However,
it will lose its influence if things continue as they are. As a
result, the economic transformation of Europe is a crucial
condition for expanding its global responsibility in the future. 

3.1. The Economic Scenario

The period of general world growth, cheap money and abun-
dant credit has ended. The international financial system
will need time to recover. 

Since 2001, the world’s main Central Banks have pur-
sued an excessively lax monetary policy justified by their

24
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credibility in the fight against inflation and structural chan-
ges in the world economy, such as the technological revolu-
tion and the incorporation of large emerging economies into
the international flow of trade. 

The excessively low interest rates during this period of
prosperity caused the wrong economic decisions to be
made. There have been failures in financial regulation and
supervision. All of this brought about an inflation of as-
sets and excessive private indebtedness that, in light of
the economic situation, produced a domino effect in the
contraction of the economy. This contraction of the eco-
nomy and of international trade has been the largest
since World War II. 

The global recession is currently causing and will conti-
nue to cause serious social consequences. The political de-
cisions made by Governments will determine the extent of
those consequences. Not all of the economies will emerge
from the crisis at the same time or in the same shape. 

In a scenario of economic recession, policies for structu-
ral reform take on special importance. Having an attractive
economy and a favourable social climate will be vital in the
coming years, which will be characterized by stiff competi-
tion to attract financing and investment. 

Europe should take advantage of these times of change
to undertake reforms which will strengthen its economy and
put it in a better competitive position. 

The responsibility for many of the needed reforms lies
with the national Governments and thus large differences
exist between the European countries. But a policy for
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Europe aimed at placing it at the forefront of the 21st cen-
tury cannot neglect important structural reforms. 

The Lisbon Agenda set a lofty goal: the European eco-
nomy should surpass the United States economy in 2010.
What is the situation today? 

There is a relative decline in Europe compared to the
United States. This difference will most likely become larger
due to the greater capacity and flexibility of the American
economy to cope with the economic crisis and return
quickly to strong growth. 

The main objective of Lisbon has not been achieved.
Greater political leadership is needed in the push for re-
form, to design and implement the necessary changes and
to foster society’s confidence in the initiative. In parallel, we
are witness to a new commercial and financial protectio-
nism together with growing public intervention on both
sides of the Atlantic. 

There are three major economic differences that separa-
te Europe from the United States which explain the relative
lag of the Old Continent: 

•The number of hours worked. 

•The burden of public expenditure. 

•The old age-dependency ratio. 

First, the drop in hours worked in Europe in the last thirty
years has been very substantial. Since 1971, when both
areas had similar figures, the differences between Europe
and the United States have intensified. In 2003, compared

26
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to approximately 1,500 yearly hours of labour for each
European worker, in the United States they slightly surpas-
sed 1,800 hours. 

This figure might seem to illustrate the European prefe-
rence for more leisure time. But in reality the difference in
hours worked in Europe is more directly related to the lack
of incentives to work and a labour relations model that has
been incapable of resolving unemployment problems. The
lack of incentives and suitable instruments to create em-
ployment has become a real hurdle for Europe's competiti-
veness. 

Second, the burden of public expenditure in Europe is
much higher than in the United States, Japan or the emer-
ging Asian economies. The difference is between 5 and 10
percentage points. Structurally, Europe is the area of the
world with the highest tax burden. The tendency is for
Europe to continue being the economic area with the hig-
hest taxes. 

Third, the progressive aging of the European population,
together with limited growth, if not stagnation, of the labour
force, is generating a considerable increase in the old age-
dependency population ratio. 

However, these same three distinguishing characteristics
of European societies are also present in other regions
such as, for example, Japan which, nevertheless, is addres-
sing them structurally by increasing the modernization of its
workforce and by increasing its exports. 

The convergence of the three trends – progressive decli-
ne in the number of hours worked, maintaining and even in-
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creasing public expenditure, the old age/dependency ratio
– foretell a difficult and complicated economic and social
environment for Europe. In the not too distant future, and
closer as each day goes by due to recent discretional spen-
ding policies, several challenges will have to be met: the
sustainability of public spending, health system manage-
ment reform, and a redesign of the pension systems. In
short, the reform of the Welfare State. 

If this package of reforms is not undertaken, Europe’s
potential growth will be lower than that of the rest of the
economic regions it competes against. 

In the last decade the relative decline of the European
economy has not been halted. Institutional questions,
which for the most part have been sterile and of no interest
to the public, have been the focus of European political de-
bate. Issues that are essential for citizens’ well-being have
been forgotten. 

When we are just about to reach the date set in the Lisbon
Agenda it is clear that those ambitious goals have not been
achieved. The approach agreed on in Lisbon has not genera-
ted the expected results. After the 2009 European elections,
with a new Parliament and a new Commission, the aim
should be to create a New Economic Agenda for Europe that
addresses the challenges of the future. 

In the original spirit of the Lisbon Agenda, today more
than ever, the basic political consensus must be extended
to promote the profound reforms that are needed. To achie-
ve the agreed goals the traditional approach for European
construction will be needed, namely, the creation of a cohe-
rent and precise European legislative package. 
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3.2. A New Economic Agenda for Europe

Our proposals for this New Economic Agenda for Europe are
as follows: 

• New tax rules: returning to the original Stability and
Growth Pact 

The main objective of the Stability and Growth Pact was to
sustain healthy public finances for Member States and
thus guarantee the stability of the euro. 

In 2005 a series of changes were added to avoid
sanctions of member countries that did not stay within
the established limits, precisely when they were under
unfavourable conditions or when implementing long-
awaited structural reforms with a significant fiscal cost.
Upon doing so, a series of negative effects have emer-
ged that have undermined the foundation of the Stability
Pact itself:

•Fiscal discipline in the European Union has been rela-
xed.

•The addition of rules that are discretionary or open to
interpretation has increased the level of subjectivity of
the decisions.

•There is more room for political negotiation which
makes control and impartial application more difficult. 

It is a reform that has failed. The reformed Pact has
been incapable of creating incentives during the boom
years to generate sufficient fiscal margins to deal with
the present crisis. 
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The original Stability and Growth Pact should be
brought back. The aim is to control excessive deficit and
public debt to keep the public finances of the member
countries in good health. The reformed Stability and
Growth Pact is not an efficient tool to achieve this due to
the discretionary nature of its rules. In the context of the
current economic crisis, healthy public finances are vital
for speeding up the recovery. 

• Driving competition and structural reforms 

The European project has a well defined macroeconomic
policy scheme including variable geometry and sanc-
tions. However, it has been unable to formulate general
guidelines in the micro aspects, even though everyone
understands their importance for the future. From being
a reference in the adoption of suitable policies and a
first-rate disciplinary factor, Europe runs the risk of beco-
ming a potential hurdle for sustainable growth in the fu-
ture. 

The legal and administrative barriers to the internal
market, practices which restrict competition and tacit
hurdles have a two-fold negative impact on the economy.
First, they affect competitiveness, especially in the SMEs
because of the associated higher production costs.
Second, they have an effect on the consumer who is pe-
nalized with higher prices. 

Consequently, the goals set for the culmination of the
Internal Market must include the disappearance in
Europe of the following practices, among others, which
hinder economic development: 
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•Monopolies. 

•Quantitative or territorial restrictions. 

•Residence requirements or obligation to open bank
accounts in a country or a specific town. 

•Tax breaks for local suppliers. 

•Regulations that prohibit suppliers from performing
several service activities simultaneously. 

•Access requirements for providing professional servi-
ces. 

•National price regulations. 

For the European market to be able to operate at its
maximum efficiency, principles such as country of origin
must be substituted with generic principles such as mu-
tual recognition, non-discrimination and proportionality. 

Privatization should be a central piece of Community
policy. Past European experience shows that liberaliza-
tion processes such as those that have taken place in
strategic sectors without the privatization of all of the
players in the field have caused distortions in competi-
tion. 

If this asymmetry continues it will certainly raise
doubts about the sectorial liberalization process inside
the different countries. This is just the opposite of the
desired effect and reinforces the Union’s reputation as a
protectionist agent, similar to an old European fortress. 

To date, there has been no serious debate in Europe
on the subject of privatization. We must make sure that
there is no public aid or interference of any kind that may
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alter competitive market conditions. In the Europe of fre-
edom and opportunity a fair competitive environment for
all companies must be guaranteed. 

The European Union lacks suitable regulatory agen-
cies to defend equal treatment and achieve, sector by
sector, a true Internal Market. 

There have recently been sufficient episodes of lack
of coordination between national and European authori-
ties to cause concern. Communication and consensus
between both are poor. The present Europe-wide super-
visory and regulatory system causes legal uncertainty
and delays the implementation of the technologies nee-
ded to modernize our European economy. Achieving this
goal requires action in areas of financial supervision,
energy, telecommunications and competition policy. 

An integrated European system of sectorial regula-
tions that gives supranational institutions more room to
manoeuvre should be promoted. 

• A new employment and social protection policy

The European model of labour relations is in question. A
new idea is gaining ground: flexisecurity, a new employ-
ment and social protection policy based on three central
pillars: flexibility in regulating labour relations plus social
protection and a strict regime of rights and responsibilities
for the unemployed. 

The idea is simple. It is a question of investing in citi-
zens' employability, instead of protecting their specific
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jobs. It entails a true revolution. Where it has been put
into practice the results, among others, have been: 

a) A reduction in fixed labour costs, including in some cases
the partial replacement of social security taxes with con-
sumption taxes. 

b) Flexibility in labour relations. 
c) Full competition in labour mediation services. 
d) The obligation for workers, in order to maintain their unem-

ployment benefits, to accept offers of work even though
they mean having to move to another area, a change of oc-
cupation and even salary reductions. 

e) A significant increase in training expenditure in a competi-
tive environment with controls to guarantee its effective-
ness. 

This is the path the European States should take to mo-
dernize their labour relations model. 

• Monetary and financial policy reform

The international economic crisis has called into ques-
tion the structure of monetary and financial policy as well
as the supervisory mechanisms in Europe. There are
doubts as to whether Europe has a bank intervention
structure capable of dealing with a crisis such as the cu-
rrent one where financial markets are increasingly more
interrelated. 

The greatest contribution the monetary authorities
can make to sustained growth is to guarantee the stabi-
lity of prices and the financial system. This goal implies
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reinforcing the independence of the European Central
Bank which should have complete autonomy in order to
achieve the established objectives. 

The financial crisis has demonstrated how important
it is to manage cross-border financial crises. The ultima-
te moneylender in a financial crisis is the taxpayer, which
brings up the problem of distributing the costs of res-
cuing a bank whose bankruptcy poses a threat to the
stability of the European financial system as a whole. 

If the European Central Bank must rescue a large
bank, who should pay the bill? Which taxpayer will bear
the fiscal cost? In the Monetary Union the answer lies in
accepting that the stability of the financial system is a
public good that goes beyond national borders. This
means that the bailout of a systemically important bank
in the Monetary Union is a shared responsibility of all of
the countries that have a participation in it because it
avoids financial damage for all of them. In this sense,
the National Public Treasuries should take on pre-esta-
blished financial commitments as a function of the con-
tribution made by the banks in each country to the glo-
bal systemic risk. 

In addition, the creation of a European regulatory, su-
pervisory and crisis resolution system for internationally
active banks, with the European Central Bank at the
core, should be undertaken. This system would help
drive convergence in the supervision and regulation of
credit institutions in the European Union. It would also
be necessary for internationally active banks to have a
unified set of banking laws for the European Union which
should also be in line with legislation in the rest of the
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international financial markets. The goal is to achieve
more efficient supervision and guarantee equal treat-
ment and conditions for all European financial institu-
tions. 

Complete financial integration and the realization of a
single banking and financial market in the Union are
goals that will help prevent future financial crises and
will allow greater potential growth for the European eco-
nomy as a whole. 

ECONOMIC POLICY REFORM TO EMERGE STRONGER FROM THE CRISIS 
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4
ENERGY AND THE FUTURE OF EUROPE

Globalization has painted a new economic landscape cha-
racterized by exponential growth of worldwide trade and in-
creasingly intense competition. This process has benefited
countries that have been able to take part in it and, conse-
quently, millions of people have been able to rise above po-
verty. 

The future of globalization will depend on our ability to
make it a sustainable process. We are faced with a great cha-
llenge: preserving robust economic growth that allows pros-
perity to reach more people and societies. Furthermore, all of
this must be undertaken with respect for the environment.

4.1. Globalization, Economic Dynamism and Energy

The success of globalization has boosted the demand for
energy all over the world. 

Europe’s future demands a dependable supply of secure
safe, clean, efficient, sustainable and affordable energy.
European countries consume 45% less energy per unit of pro-
duction than in 1973. They are much more efficient, but the
absolute energy demand continues to rise. 
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Some forecasts suggest that global consumption of fos-
sil fuels will grow by 60% in the next twenty years. Two
thirds of this increase correspond to countries in Asia, es-
pecially China and India. Oil will continue to be the most
highly demanded fuel source and natural gas consumption
will grow considerably. 

Europe is the number one importer of oil and gas in the
world and will face growing competition for supply sources. 

Energy will be one of the core issues of international po-
licy and our daily lives in the coming years. We must deal
with this question by considering three issues: 

•There is no development without energy. A universal,
constant and affordable energy supply is essential for
creating wealth and for the development of societies. 

•The global energy supply must be sustainable and not
harm the environment. Reducing greenhouse gas emis-
sions is a praiseworthy goal. The European Union should
address the problem realistically if it hopes to fulfil the
international commitments it has made. 

•The energy supply must be safe and secure. Certain
energy sources (fossil fuels are a perfect example) have
become tools for political coercion due to the ease with
which their prices can be altered. The endemic instability
of the regions where many of these sources are found
makes it impossible to guarantee a stable supply in re-
gard to both price and quantity. 

Under these circumstances we must sustain and even
increase Europe’s economic dynamism. The aim is none
other than to guarantee and improve its position in the in-

ENERGY AND THE FUTURE OF EUROPE
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ternational scene. This goal requires greater energy effi-
ciency. 

In the 27-nation Europe, the primary energy supply
comes from: oil, 36.7%; gas, 24%; coal and other solid
fuels, 17.8%; nuclear energy 14.2%; biomass, 5.1%; hydro-
electric 1.5%; and geothermal/solar/wind 0.8% (Figure 1). 

FIGURE 1 

EU-27: Primary Energy Supply 2006  

Source: International Energy Agency, 2008
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Nevertheless, the origin of the energy supply varies sig-
nificantly in the different countries that make up the Union.
This has notable repercussions in each country's economy
and in the security of the energy supply. With regard to this
question a comparison between two nearby countries such
as Spain and France is illustrative.  

In the case of Spain, the primary energy supply depends
even more than the European average on fossil fuels and
less on low CO2 emitting sources: Oil, 48.9%; gas, 21.4%;
coal and other solid fuels, 12.3%; nuclear energy 10.8%;
and renewable energy 6.5% (Figure 2). 

FIGURE 2

Primary Energy Supply in Spain 2006

Source: International Energy Agency, 2008
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In the case of France the energy supply is based mainly on
low CO2 emission sources: oil, 32.7%; gas, 14.2%; coal,
4.7%; nuclear energy, 42.3%; and renewable energy 6.1%
(Figure 3). 

FIGURE 3

Primary Energy Supply in France 2006

Source: International Energy Agency, 2008
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4.2. Nuclear Energy, Essential for Europe’s Future

In March 2007, the Heads of State and of Government of
the European Union adopted the general framework for a
European Energy Strategy. The framework sets four priority
objectives for 2020: 

•Reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 20% compared to
1990 levels. One of the main tools for achieving this
goal is the Emissions Trading Scheme. 

•Increase energy efficiency by 20%. 

•Increase to 20% the weight of renewable energy in the
total final energy equation in the European Union. 

•Substitute 10% of the current vehicle fuel consumption
with biofuels. 

To guarantee the security of the energy supply, accelera-
te the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions and increase
economic competitiveness, Europe cannot ignore any of the
possible energy sources available. 

To successfully address global competition for energy it
is necessary to: 

•Liberalize the energy market to make it more efficient. 

•Foster the internal energy market to make it stronger in-
cluding an integrated network with efficient connections. 

•Diversify the supply sources. 

•Reduce waste by-products and improve their treatment. 

•Promote energy efficiency. 

ENERGY AND THE FUTURE OF EUROPE
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•Encourage measures to stop and offset the deforesta-
tion process worldwide. 

•Use more renewable energy. 

•Promote research for capturing and storing CO2. 

However, although the aforementioned measures are ne-
eded, they are insufficient on their own. In spite of the ide-
ological apriorism of some, the truth is that nuclear energy
provides an exemplary response to the needs we have ex-
pressed. It is, therefore, an indispensable element of a sus-
tainable and competitive energy mix to guarantee success
in the globalization process. Nuclear energy is not a pana-
cea, but it is impossible to talk about a convincing
European (and worldwide) energy strategy that does not in-
clude it. 

In regard to energy supply security and safety, nuclear
energy comes from a local source. It is based on a high
level technology in which Europe is competitive. In addi-
tion, sources of uranium are widely available around the
world, primarily in stable countries such as Canada and
Australia. With the enhanced nuclear fuel efficiency, provi-
ded by future fourth-generation reactors, the current reser-
ves will become practically inexhaustible. 

The use of nuclear energy by Union member countries
avoids the emission of 675 million tons of CO2 into the
atmosphere per year. To achieve a similar saving we
would have to remove 212 million cars from Europe’s
highways. 

Nuclear energy’s role in avoiding emissions has also
been recognized in the Fourth Assessment Report of the
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United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC). 

From an economic viewpoint, nuclear energy is efficient
compared to other methods of generating electricity. 

It should be noted that sudden jumps in oil prices cause
an enormous increase in electricity costs in those countries
where electricity is essentially produced by burning fossil
fuels. 

On the contrary, nuclear productions costs for electricity
are stable and predictable, since uranium is less than 10%
of the total production cost, fluctuations in fuel prices have
very little impact on final electricity rates. 

Furthermore, unlike renewable energy, nuclear power
plants produce energy at a constant and stable rate since
they are not limited by environmental imponderables (wind)
or natural cycles (sunlight).  

As with any issue that affects the international com-
munity as a whole, atomic energy requires a coordinated
effort for the correct management of facilities and
waste. 

Inevitably, we must mention safety. We all remember
the Chernobyl disaster (a unique case, the result of a tain-
ted political system which took place in a clearly substan-
dard power plant designed to produce material for nucle-
ar warheads for military use). A disaster of this nature is
unlikely with the safety regulations that open societies re-
quire. 
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Present day use of nuclear energy must meet certain re-
quirements: 

•Nuclear power plant installations must strictly comply
with both national and international safety and security
recommendations and regulations. 

•Nuclear waste management policies must be diligently
defined and followed. Technical solutions to achieve this
do exist. France, among other countries, has treated its
waste for many years and Finland is building its first
deep geological repository.  

•Countries have an obligation to meet their commitments
as established in the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty
and as part of the Nuclear Suppliers Group framework,
and allow inspections by the International Atomic Energy
Agency as well as follow export control procedures to
avoid the uncontrolled propagation of nuclear technolo-
gies and materials.  

Current third generation nuclear power plant technology
requires a highly sophisticated complementary technology
– complex and costly to develop – to be able to use it for
illicit purposes (weapons). This makes compliance with the
aforementioned commitments easier. 

Nuclear energy is a safe, sustainable and competitive
means of generating electricity. To date, Europe has been
able to maintain its leadership in the field of nuclear tech-
nology. This is a good starting point for making the most of
our exclusive know-how and industrial capability – in con-
junction with other energy sources – in order to foster a
competitive, sustainable, efficient, clean and safe energy
mix. 
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Nuclear energy is an additional, but essential, piece of
a policy which can turn energy supply into an instrument
of progress and not an exclusionary and destabilizing
force. 
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5 
THE FUTURE OF THE WELFARE STATE 

IN EUROPE

5.1. Does a Welfare State Exist in Europe Today? 

The European integration process has never set as a strate-
gic goal the creation of a European social policy. This has
been and continues to be an exclusive power of the national
Member States. The beneficiaries have been the citizens of
each Member State or those from other countries with recipro-
city agreements in certain fields such as health care. 

Consequently it is relevant to ask ourselves: Does the
Welfare State exist in Europe today? Two questions are con-
tained within: Does a European model of Welfare State
exist? Does a European Union-wide Welfare State exist? 

The Welfare State is not just State. If we consider all of
the State functions as part of the Welfare State the discus-
sion would become irrelevant. The Welfare State is an insu-
rance system and a transfer system in cash or in kind when
there are certain risks or at times of need: old age,
family/children, sickness and unemployment.

If we analyze European reality the conclusion is that a
single European Welfare State model, with a similar content
and focus agreed to by all, does not exist. Each country in
the Union seems to follow a different path marked by do-
mestic policy conditions. 
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Our view is that in the European Union there is more Welfare
State than in places like the United States or Japan. 

There is a greater degree of Welfare State in Europe be-
cause the idea originated and was developed here, driven
by socialist, Catholic cooperativist and corporatist move-
ments. As time went by we have witnessed the predominan-
ce of public funding and management of health, educatio-
nal and pension systems by way of taxation or social contri-
butions to achieve a redistribution effect. As a consequen-
ce, the macroeconomic policies have been characterized by
a higher proportion of public spending. 

5.2. A Diverse Reality

The European Union defines social protection as including
all of the public and private actions aimed at reducing the
burden for homes and individuals in certain situations of
risk. Eurostat classifies social benefits as a function of the
following risks or needs: sickness/health care, disability,
old age, survivors, family/children, unemployment, housing
and social exclusion. 

If we compare the social protection systems of the diffe-
rent Member States, the conclusion will not be that one sin-
gle social model exists throughout Europe. They are condi-
tioned by the history of each Welfare State.

Social Protection Expenditure

In 2006, average gross expenditure on social protec-
tion policies was 26.9% of GDP in the 27-nation Europe.
However, the average hides the national differences
(Figure 1). 
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FIGURE 1

Expenditure in social protection in purchasing power
standards (PPS) per capita 2006
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Luxemburg is the country with the highest social protec-
tion expenditure, followed by the Netherlands, Sweden and
Denmark. The average of these four countries is eight times
greater than the average of the four with the lowest expen-
diture: Romania, Bulgaria, Latvia and Lithuania. 

Distribution of Social Protection Expenditure 
Social protection for older people and survivors is the

largest part of social expenditure (46.2% of the total), follo-
wed by public expenditure for the treatment of sickness and
health care (29.2% of all social benefits), and funding for
unemployment insurance (7.5% of total public expenditure)
(Figure 2). 

At this level of detail the national differences are subs-
tantial. Poland, Italy, Bulgaria, Malta and Greece are the
countries that spend the most on pensions. On the other
hand, Ireland, Romania and the Czech Republic make up
the group of countries that spend the most on health
system funding. 

However, the greatest differences inside the Union can
be found in the unemployment funding ratios as well as fa-
mily policies. Spain and Belgium spend four times more
than Italy, United Kingdom, Poland or Bulgaria in unemploy-
ment. In the family policy domain, Ireland, Denmark and
Cyprus triple the expenditure made by Poland, Italy and
Malta. 
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FIGURE 2

Social benefits by function group in 2006 as % of total 
social benefits (TSB) and as % of GDP
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Old age and Sickness/ Disability Family/ Unemployment Housing
Survivors Health care children and social 

exclusion

%TSB %GDP %TSB %GDP %TSB %GDP %TSB %GDP %TSB %GDP %TSB %GDP

EU27 46.2 11.9 29.2 7.5 7.5 1.9 8.0 2.1 5.6 1.4 3.6 0.9 
EU25 46.2 12.0 29.2 7.6 7.5 1.9 8.0 2.1 5.6 1.5 3.6 0.9 
EU15 45.9 12.1 29.3 7.7 7.4 2.0 8.0 2.1 5.7 1.5 3.6 1.0 
EA15 46.7 12.3 29.1 7.7 6.6 1.7 8.2 2.2 6.4 1.7 3.0 0.8 
Belgium 47 13.5 25.7 7.4 6.4 1.8 7.1 2.0 11.9 3.4 2.0 0.6 
Bulgaria 52.9 7.7 26.0 3.8 9.1 1.3 7.4 1.1 2.2 0.3 2.5 0.4 
Czech Rep. 43.1 7.8 34.4 6.2 8.6 1.5 7.6 1.4 3.2 0.6 3.1 0.6 
Denmark 37.9 10.7 21.6 6.1 14.9 4.2 13.1 3.7 7.2 2.0 5.3 1.5 
Germany 44.3 12.2 29.1 8.0 6.2 1.7 11.1 3.1 6.3 1.7 3.0 0.8 
Estonia 45.2 5.5 31.2 3.8 9.5 1.2 12.1 1.5 0.9 0.1 1.0 0.1 
Ireland 27.4 4.6 41.1 7.0 5.4 0.9 14.7 2.5 7.6 1.3 3.8 0.6 
Greece 51.3 12.1 28.7 6.8 4.7 1.1 6.2 1.5 4.6 1.1 4.5 1.1 
Spain 41.3 8.4 31.2 6.4 7.3 1.5 5.7 1.2 12.5 2.6 2.0 0.4 
France 44.3 12.9 29.9 8.7 6.1 1.8 8.6 2.5 6.9 2.0 4.3 1.2 
Italy 60.5 15.5 26.8 6.9 5.9 1.5 4.5 1.2 2.0 0.5 0.3 0.1 
Cyprus 46.1 8.3 25.7 4.6 3.9 0.7 10.8 1.9 6.1 1.1 7.4 1.3 
Latvia 48.3 5.7 29.1 3.5 7.3 0.9 10.2 1.2 3.7 0.4 1.4 0.2 
Lithuania 44.8 5.7 32.1 4.1 10.7 1.4 9.0 1.1 1.9 0.2 1.6 0.2 
Luxemb. 36.7 7.3 25.4 5.1 13.2 2.6 16.9 3.4 4.9 1.0 2.9 0.6 
Hungary 42.2 9.2 29.0 6.3 9.6 2.1 13.0 2.8 3.1 0.7 3.1 0.7 
Malta 52.8 9.5 28.4 5.1 6.3 1.1 6.3 1.1 3.4 0.6 2.8 0.5 
Netherl. 41.4 11.4 31.8 8.7 8.5 2.3 5.8 1.6 5.0 1.4 7.5 2.0 
Austria 48.6 13.4 25.5 7.1 8.2 2.3 10.4 2.9 5.8 1.6 1.5 0.4 
Poland 61.2 11.5 20.4 3.8 9.3 1.7 4.4 0.8 3.0 0.6 1.8 0.3 
Portugal* 49.1 11.7 29.2 6.9 10.0 2.4 5.1 1.2 5.5 1.3 1.2 0.3 
Romania 45 6.2 34.8 4.8 7.4 1.0 8.9 1.2 2.7 0.4 1.2 0.2 
Slovenia 45.4 10.1 32.1 7.1 8.5 1.9 8.6 1.9 3.0 0.7 2.5 0.6 
Slovakia 45.3 6.9 31.0 4.7 8.7 1.3 7.8 1.2 3.5 0.5 3.6 0.6 
Finland 37.8 9.6 26.2 6.6 12.7 3.2 11.6 2.9 8.5 2.2 3.2 0.8 
Sweden 40.2 12.1 26.0 7.8 14.9 4.5 9.8 2.9 5.5 1.6 3.6 1.1 
U. King. 44.7 11.6 31.8 8.2 8.7 2.2 6.1 1.6 2.4 0.6 6.3 1.6 
Iceland 30.6 6.4 34.8 7.3 15.6 3.3 14.9 3.1 1.4 0.3 2.8 0.6 
Norway 31 6.9 32.6 7.2 18.8 4.2 12.4 2.7 1.8 0.4 3.4 0.7 
Switzerl. 48.9 12.8 26.4 6.9 12.5 3.3 4.9 1.3 3.8 1.0 3.5 0.9 

* Data for Portugal are from 2005
Note: EU-15 is made up of Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Ireland, Greece, Spain, France, Italy,
Luxemburg, The Netherlands, Austria, Portugal, Finland, Sweden and United Kingdom. EU-25 includes
the EU-15 countries plus the Czech Republic, Estonia, Cyprus, Latvia, Lithuania, Hungary, Malta, Poland,
Slovenia, and Slovakia. EU-27 includes the EU-25 countries plus Romania and Bulgaria. EA-15 includes
Belgium, Germany, Ireland, Greece, Spain, France, Italy, Luxemburg, Netherlands, Austria, Portugal,
Finland, Slovenia, Czech Republic and Malta. In the chart Iceland, Norway and Switzerland also appear. 

Source: Eurostat, Statistics in Focus, 40/2009
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In Cash or in Kind 
Payments by direct transfer make up the majority of the

social benefits that the social security systems provide in
the European Union countries. 

In 2006, this form of payment was 65.6% of all social be-
nefits transferred in the 27-nation Europe (46.2% in pen-
sions and 19.4% in other monetary benefits) (Figure 3). 

FIGURE 3

Social protection benefits in cash and in kind 2006

Furthermore, benefits in goods and services in 2005
made up 33.8% of total payments, and 8.9% of the Union’s
GDP.
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Source: Eurostat, Statistics in Focus, 40/2009
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Note: EU-15 is made up of Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Ireland, Greece, Spain, France,
Italy, Luxemburg, The Netherlands, Austria, Portugal, Finland, Sweden and United Kingdom.
EU-25 includes the EU-15 countries plus the Czech Republic, Estonia, Cyprus, Latvia,
Lithuania, Hungary, Malta, Poland, Slovenia, and Slovakia. EU-27 includes the EU-25 coun-
tries plus Romania and Bulgaria. EA-15 includes Belgium, Germany, Ireland, Greece, Spain,
France, Italy, Luxemburg, Netherlands, Austria, Portugal, Finland, Slovenia, Czech Republic
and Malta. In the chart Iceland, Norway and Switzerland also appear. 
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Level of Income and Social Benefits
Social benefits paid without means testing are the main

source of expenditure in the European Union. On the other
hand, means-tested social expenditure (mainly aid for hou-
sing and social exclusion) was 11.1% of all of the social
protection payments in the Union in 2006 (Figure 4). 

Ireland, Malta, United Kingdom and France are countries
where social expenditure as a percentage of income level is
far above the European Union average. In contrast, Estonia,
Lithuania and Latvia are at levels ten times below the Union
average. 

FIGURE 4

Means tested social benefits, 2006 
(as % of total social benefits)
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Note: EU-15 is made up of Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Ireland, Greece, Spain, France, Italy,
Luxemburg, The Netherlands, Austria, Portugal, Finland, Sweden and United Kingdom. EU-25 in-
cludes the EU-15 countries plus the Czech Republic, Estonia, Cyprus, Latvia, Lithuania, Hungary,
Malta, Poland, Slovenia, and Slovakia. EU-27 includes the EU-25 countries plus Romania and
Bulgaria. EA-15 includes Belgium, Germany, Ireland, Greece, Spain, France, Italy, Luxemburg,
Netherlands, Austria, Portugal, Finland, Slovenia, Czech Republic and Malta. In the chart Iceland,
Norway and Switzerland also appear. 

Source: Eurostat, Statistics in Focus, 40/2009
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Social Protection System Financing 
The main source of funding for social protection systems

are social security contributions which in 2006 made up
58.9% of all receipts. However, this number also masks im-
portant national differences (Figure 5). 

FIGURE 5

Distribution of sources of social protection 
system funding in 2006
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GENERAL GOB. SOCIAL CONTRIBUTIONS OTHER

CONTRIBUTIONS Total Employers Protected RECEIPTS
Persons

2000 2006 2000 2006 2000 2006 2000 2006 2000 2006

EU27 : 37.6 : 58.9 : 38.2 : 20.6 : 3.5 
EU25 35.5 37.7 60.9 58.8 38.7 38.2 22.2 20.7 3.6 3.5
EU15 35.6 38.0 60.9 58.9 38.7 38.3 22.2 20.6 3.5 3.2  
EA15 31.8 34.2 64.3 62.4 41.4 39.8 22.9 22.6 3.9 3.4
Belgium 25.3 27.7 72.1 70.8 49.9 49.3 22.3 21.4 2.5 1.5 
Bulgaria : 39.5 : 58.0 : 38.3 : 19.7 : 2.5 
Czech Rep. 25.0 18.8 73.8 80.3 49.8 53.9 24.0 26.4 1.2 0.9  
Denmark 63.9 62.8 29.4 30.8 9.1 11.0 20.3 19.8 6.7 6.4  
Germany 31.9 35.3 66.0 63.1 38.4 35.3 27.6 27.8 2.1 1.6  
Estonia 20.6 19.5 79.2 80.4 79.2 80.1 : 0.3 0.2 0.1 
Ireland 58.6 53.2 41.0 41.8 25.6 26.2 15.4 15.5 0.4 5.0  
Greece 29.2 31.4 60.8 57.7 38.2 35.1 22.6 22.6 10.0 10.9 
Spain 29.4 33.9 68.0 63.9 51.8 48.5 16.2 15.4 2.6 2.2  
France 30.3 30.6 65.9 65.2 46.0 44.3 19.9 20.9 3.8 4.2  
Italy 40.6 41.9 57.7 56.4 42.8 41.3 14.9 15.1 1.6 1.6 
Cyprus 39.9 48.1 43.0 39.1 26.6 24.0 16.4 15.1 17.1 12.8 
Latvia 34.6 35.5 65.4 63.9 49.4 47.1 16.0 16.8 0.0 0.6  
Lithuania 38.9 38.5 59.6 61.0 53.7 54.9 5.9 6.1 1.5 0.5 
Luxemburg 46.9 45.6 48.6 50.5 24.7 26.5 23.8 24.0 4.6 3.9  
Hungary 31.6 40.6 59.7 53.8 47.0 38.6 12.8 15.2 8.7 5.7 
Malta 29.8 35.2 67.6 62.0 46.6 43.3 21.0 18.7 2.6 2.8 
Netherlands 14.4 20.1 67.5 69.5 29.4 31.8 38.1 37.7 18.1 10.4  
Austria 32.3 33.3 66.3 65.3 39.2 37.8 27.1 27.4 1.3 1.4  
Poland 32.5 33.3 55.3 48.0 30.5 25.9 24.8 22.0 12.2 18.8
Portugal 39.1 44.1 53.0 45.3 35.6 30.8 17.4 14.5 7.9 10.6  
Romania : 19.6 : 69.5 : 56.3 : 13.2 : 10.8 
Slovenia 31.5 30.7 66.3 67.9 27.0 27.1 39.3 40.8 2.2 1.4 
Slovakia 31.0 25.5 66.8 65.6 48.3 44.2 18.5 21.4 2.2 8.9 

(pto)
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In Estonia (80.4%), Czech Republic (80.3%) and Belgium
(70.8%) more than 70% of all receipts come from social con-
tributions. In contrast, in Denmark, Ireland, United Kingdom
and Norway, over 50% of all funds for social protection
systems come from taxes. Sweden, Cyprus and Luxemburg
are also heavily dependent on government financing using
this approach. 

5.3. A Non-Existent Model in a Changing Context 

A single European model of the Welfare State does not
exist. The existing differences in expenditure, distribution of
social protection, diversity in funding sources or the variety

54

Distribution of sources of social protection system 
funding in 2006 (continued)

Note: EU-15 is made up of Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Ireland, Greece, Spain, France,
Italy, Luxemburg, The Netherlands, Austria, Portugal, Finland, Sweden and United Kingdom.
EU-25 includes the EU-15 countries plus the Czech Republic, Estonia, Cyprus, Latvia,
Lithuania, Hungary, Malta, Poland, Slovenia, and Slovakia. EU-27 includes the EU-25 coun-
tries plus Romania and Bulgaria. EA-15 includes Belgium, Germany, Ireland, Greece, Spain,
France, Italy, Luxemburg, Netherlands, Austria, Portugal, Finland, Slovenia, Czech Republic
and Malta. In the chart Iceland, Norway and Switzerland also appear. 

Source: Eurostat, Statistics in Focus, 40/2009

GENERAL GOB. SOCIAL CONTRIBUTIONS OTHER

CONTRIBUTIONS Total Employers Protected RECEIPTS
Persons

2000 2006 2000 2006 2000 2006 2000 2006 2000 2006

Finland 42.9 43.3 50.0 50.6 38.0 38.8 12.0 11.8 7.0 6.0 
Sweden 45.9 48.9 49.9 48.7 40.4 39.9 9.4 8.9 4.3 2.4 
United Kingdom 46.4 50.4 52.4 47.9 29.9 34.2 22.5 13.7 1.2 1.7  
Iceland 51.4 31.6 48.6 30.6 39.5 24.8 9.1 5.8 : 37.9  
Norway 60.5 52.9 38.4 47.0 24.4 32.0 14.0 15.0 1.1 0.1  
Switzerland 21.0 22.3 60.4 62.2 29.3 28.7 31.1 33.6 18.6 15.4 
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of benefits offered make this clear. Each country in the
Union follows a different path shaped by domestic policy
conditions. 

In spite of these differences, it is possible to recognize
a set of common features. These include: 

•General access to education and training. 

•General access to social protection and health care. 

•Predominant public funding of health and educational
systems by way of taxation or social contributions with a
redistribution effect. 

Because of this, it is more appropriate to say that a
Welfare State exists on a European Union-wide scale, but
with a different model in each country. 

One main feature of this Welfare State is a greater pu-
blic sector intervention in the production and provision of
social protection. But we must admit that the current
Welfare State model is anchored in the past. It was not con-
ceived to address challenges such as a transition to a kno-
wledge economy, globalization with its new competitive
pressures, or the progressive aging of the population. 

On the other hand, the Welfare State focuses more on
transfers and compensations than in creating opportunities
and active employment policies. 

It can also be stated that the Welfare State is saturated,
which does not mean it is not useful, but that its range of
action is finding increasing difficulties. New problems arise
that the classic Welfare State has difficulty addressing: lo-
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neliness of older people, new forms of drug dependency or
risks associated with destructured families. 

In the 90s the international economy underwent pro-
found changes. While the European Union designed glo-
rious plans of integration and uniformity, the world became
globalized; this produced a series of consequences that
cannot be ignored. The impression is that Europe was not,
and is not, reacting quickly enough to those changes.
Regulatory obstacles and the rigidness of the system hin-
der mobility, limit competition, hamper innovation and dis-
courage entrepreneurial spirit and the willingness to take
risks. 

Europe’s problem is not only creating a single European
market, but competing in the single universal market. In
the coming decades, those countries that isolate themsel-
ves from world markets will be the ones with the greatest
problems. There is only one possible strategy to save
Europe from the disastrous consequences of choosing
that path: getting ready for the next cycle of global compe-
tition, learn to dominate it, and use it as a vehicle for con-
tinued prosperity. 

In this scenario and with that idea in mind, Welfare State
reform is urgent to assure its viability so that social welfa-
re can continue to be a feature of the European model. 

5.4. Economic Rationale Behind the Reforms

For Europe to be able to take advantage of the opportuni-
ties globalization offers Welfare State reform must be ad-
dressed. 
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It is necessary to move towards a true welfare society
which is healthier and more dynamic, capable of offering a
high standard of living to its citizens through more and bet-
ter jobs, fewer taxes and greater freedom of choice in edu-
cational, health and social services. 

This transition would include: 

•Activating labour reforms and moving towards increa-
sed flexibility. This would make hiring more attractive
and would thus avoid forcing those who can and wish
to work out of the job market. 

•Including reforms in the unemployment benefits
system to encourage the acceptance of employment
offers. The best social policy is employment. Creating
jobs is a much better social policy than increasing
taxes for those who work in order to transfer the
money to others who do not work in the form of unem-
ployment benefits. 

•Driving reform in the social policy area. The goal
should be to increase freedom of choice for the user-
taxpayer, to separate those that guarantee the service
from those that produce it, and to improve the long-
term financial sustainability of the pension and health
systems to avoid their collapse in the future. 

•Fostering educational reform. European education and
training systems need to adapt to the demands of the
knowledge society as well as improve the level and
quality of employment. They should offer learning and
training opportunities adapted to the beneficiaries’
needs at different stages: young people, unemployed,
and working adults that run the risk of having their
qualifications surpassed by a process of rapid change. 
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The dilemma between equity and efficiency may have
never existed. In the present day even less so: equity is
achieved by giving each person the ability to compete, and
this is also the ultimate path for gaining efficiency. 

At the beginning of the 21st century, European social
protection systems can only survive if they rationally and
successfully deal with the imbalances caused by the aging
of the population and immigration. 

Demographic Changes and Rises in Public Expenditure
Europe is facing a demographic catastrophe. Most of the

scenarios predict a decrease in the population of the
European Union in the first half of the 21st century. 

The percentage of people older than 65 will grow subs-
tantially in the European Union. In fact, the dependency
ratio for older people (population of 65 or older divided by
those between 15 and 64) will double in all of its variants
from the 2004 figure of 25%.

This means that while in 2004 for every older inactive
person there were four people of working age, in 2050
there will be an older inactive person for every two people
of working age. Decreasing fertility is the main cause of the
continual decline of the working age population. This is only
partially offset by immigration.
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FIGURE 6

Population between 15 and 64 for the chosen years

It is expected that 12 of the 27 Member States will have
population growth at the end of the projection period. Of
these, France, Ireland, Cyprus, Luxemburg and Sweden will
also experience positive natural growth. In contrast, it is
quite possible that there is a population drop in the Baltic
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(Thousands) 2008 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050 2060 
EU 27 333 248.5 334 987.4 331 887.3 321 943.6 307 847.7 294 442.3 283 292.6
Belgium 7 038.5 7 116.3 7 217.7 7 146.8 7 125.7 7 143.9 7 112.0 
Bulgaria 5 294.8 5 224.6 4 701.2 4 331.9 3 878.0 3 340.6 2 952.6 
Czech Rep. 7 354.5 7 327.8 6 862.9 6 695.5 6 260.5 5 584.2 5 171.3 
Denmark 3 612.8 3 612.2 3 574.9 3 501.8 3 420.7 3 492.6 3 474.9 
Germany 54 414.8 54 204.1 52 639.0 47 873.0 44 160.2 41 857.0 38 891.9 
Estonia 910.3 905.8 843.3 800.6 758.0 686.5 626.1 
Ireland 3 021.5 3 137.3 3 547.7 3 826.3 3 935.7 3 837.8 3 905.4 
Greece 7 525.2 7 554.4 7 453.4 7 272.8 6 809.3 6 334.7 6 160.8 
Spain 31 143.4 31 877.5 33 892.0 33 964.2 31 773.9 29 119.9 28 420.8 
France 40 323.5 40 584.5 40 426.1 40 415.2 40 267.7 40 736.9 41 202.4 
Italy 39 229.8 39 397.5 39 273.2 38 118.0 35 337.0 33 726.9 32 748.5 
Cyprus 556.8 576.9 644.5 701.3 757.8 772.2 777.0 
Latvia 1 566.5 1 550.3 1 422.7 1 304.4 1 194.3 1 042.4 897.5 
Lithuania 2 316.3 2 310.0 2 178.0 1 966.1 1 791.7 1 589.2 1 347.2 
Luxemburg 326.2 334.9 368.4 385.5 401.5 423.9 441.1 
Hungary 6 912.6 6 873.0 6 468.1 6 220.8 5 821.5 5 232.0 4 828.8 
Malta 286.9 288.0 277.9 266.9 261.4 242.2 222.2 
Netherl. 11 055.1 11 084.6 10 900.7 10 366.4 9 906.5 9 878.6 9 586.7 
Austria 5 627.5 5 674.2 5 785.8 5 590.7 5 396.4 5 321.5 5 171.7 
Poland 27 083.4 27 220.3 25 436.3 23 623.8 22 086.7 18 900.4 16 334.8 
Portugal 7 139.0 7 174.2 7 272.8 7 184.7 6 890.4 6 511.6 6 347.4 
Romania 14 968.7 14 926.6 14 145.5 13 392.1 12 000.5 10 394.0 9 063.8 
Slovenia 1 416.5 1 414.4 1 346.2 1 252.8 1 152.6 1 027.7 956.2 
Slovakia 3 901.4 3 921.8 3 745.6 3 511.8 3 240.8 2 771.4 2 398.3 
Finland 3 530.0 3 542.2 3 353.8 3 238.8 3 211.3 3 133.2 3 048.6 
Sweden 6 032.8 6 077.8 6 084.7 6 179.9 6 229.9 6 294.3 6 193.1 
U. King. 40 659.8 41 076.4 42 024.8 42 811.5 43 777.8 45 046.7 45 011.5 
Norway 3 136.5 3 183.6 3 308.8 3 371.0 3 386.3 3 472.4 3 493.6 
Switzerland 5 169.5 5 222.8 5 376.9 5 349.2 5 331.4 5 368.6 5 307.8  

Note: EU-27 is made up of Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Ireland, Greece, Spain, France,
Italy, Luxemburg, Netherlands, Austria, Portugal, Finland, Sweden, United Kingdom, Czech
Republic, Estonia, Cyprus, Latvia, Lithuania, Hungary, Malta, Poland, Slovenia, Slovakia,
Romania and Bulgaria. In this table Norway and Switzerland are also included. 

Source: Eurostat, Statistic in Focus, 72/2008
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and Eastern European countries, as well as those countries
that have joined the Union most recently. 

FIGURE 7

Demographic results from January 1, 2008 to January 2060
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Thousands Estimated Cumulative Cumulative Natural Cumulative Total Projected 
population births deaths change net change population 

migration

1-1-2008 1-1-2060

EU-27 495 394.0 250 897.1 298 799.9 -47 902.8 58 227.4 10 324.6 505 718.5 

Belgium 10 656.2 6 453.5 6 472.1 -18.6 1 657.2 1 638.6 12 294.8  
Bulgaria 7 642.2 2 739.2 4 940.6 -2 201.4 43.9 -2 157.5 5 484.7  
Czech Rep. 10 345.9 4 364.0 6 433.0 -2 069.0 1 236.8 -832.1 9 513.8 
Denmark 5 475.8 3 321.0 3 259.8 61.2 383.1 444.4 5 920.1  
Germany 82 179.1 32 205.8 51 693.1 -19 487.3 8 067.4 -11 419.8 70 759.3  
Estonia 1 338.6 621.9 827.6 -205.7 -0.6 -206.3 1 132.3  
Ireland 4 414.8 3 784.9 2 307.8 1 477.2 860.2 2 337.3 6 752.1  
Greece 11 216.7 4 997.6 6 944.3 -1 946.7 1 847.9 -98.8 11 117.9 
Spain 45 283.3 23 164.0 28 060.1 -4 896.1 11 525.5 6 629.4 51 912.6  
France 61 875.8 40 885.0 35 273.7 5 611.3 4 312.5 9 923.8 71 799.6 
Italy 59 529.0 25 452.8 37 412.0 -11 959.2 11 819.8 -139.4 59 389.6 
Cyprus 794.6 582.7 453.1 129.6 396.1 525.8 1 320.3 
Latvia 2 269.1 870.6 1 453.0 -582.4 -4.3 -586.7 1 682.4 
Lithuania 3 365.4 1 331.4 2 145.2 -813.8 -4.0 -817.8 2 547.7 
Luxemburg 482.2 353.2 289.3 63.9 185.6 249.5 731.7  
Hungary 10 045.4 4 154.8 6 477.1 -2 322.3 993.6 -1 328.7 8 716.7 
Malta 410.5 187.4 242.8 -55.4 49.6 -5.8 404.7  
Netherl. 16 404.3 9 076.4 9 388.2 -311.8 503.7 191.9 16 596.2  
Austria 8 334.3 4 102.5 4 878.7 -776.1 1 479.1 703.0 9 037.3 
Poland 38 115.6 14 910.8 22 417.5 -7 506.7 530.0 -6 976.7 31 139.0 
Portugal 10 617.4 4 938.2 6 602.8 -1 664.6 2 312.0 647.4 11 264.8 
Romania 21 423.4 8 211.6 13 066.8 -4 855.1 353.2 -4 501.9 16 921.4  
Slovenia 2 022.6 816.4 1 251.5 -435.1 191.0 -244.1 1 778.6
Slovaquia 5 398.8 2 116.6 3 222.6 -1 106.0 254.6 -851.4 4 547.3 
Finland 5 299.8 2 999.0 3 226.8 -227.8 329.9 102.0 5 401.8 
Sweden 9 182.9 5 896.4 5 400.3 496.1 1 196.0 1 692.1 10 875.0  
U. King. 61 270.3 42 359.1 34 660.3 7 698.9 7 707.5 15 406.4 76 676.7  
Norway 4 737.2 3 306.2 2 692.2 614.0 685.6 1 299.6 6 036.8  
Switzerland 7 591.4 4 166.4 4 321.2 -154.8 1 756.5 1 601.7 9 193.1 

2008.................................................................2059

Source: Statistic in Focus, 72/2008

Note: EU-27 is made up of Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Ireland, Greece, Spain, France, Italy,
Luxemburg, Netherlands, Austria, Portugal, Finland, Sweden, United Kingdom, Czech Republic,
Estonia, Cyprus, Latvia, Lithuania, Hungary, Malta, Poland, Slovenia, Slovakia, Romania and
Bulgaria. In this table Norway and Switzerland are also included. 
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The projections also show differences in the make up of
the age pyramid. The Mediterranean countries face greater
aging of their populations. While others, such as Luxemburg,
Holland and Belgium show a lesser change (Figure 7). 

FIGURE 8

EU27: 2008 Population by age groups and sex 
(in thousands)
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Source: 2009 Ageing Report: Economic and budgetary projections for the EU-27 Members
States (2008-2060). General Directorate of Economic and Financial Affairs of the

European Commission
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FIGURE 9

EU-27: 2060 Population by age groups and sex 
(in thousands)

Consequently, there are four demographic trends for the
European Union in the first half of the 21st century.  

•A decrease in population. 

•An increase in the percentage of the population over 65. 

•The resulting increase in the dependency ratio. 

•A continual decrease in the working-age population. 

Source: 2009 Aging Report: Economic and budgetary projections for the EU-27 Member
States (2008-2060). General Directorate of Economic and Financial Affairs of the

European Commission
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All of these will have a decisive effect on social protec-
tion structures in the EU countries. Most likely, there will be
a rise in public expenditure for health and pensions in a
context where the work force is declining. 

To respond to the imbalances that these demographic
changes will bring about our proposals are: 

• Adjust life expectancy and pensions

This means extending working life. Significant reforms
are needed so that people that are now healthier and
live longer, and would work if incentives were in place,
continue to work for a longer period of time. This, along
with other measures, would help resolve pension budge-
tary problems.   

• Stimulate the birth rate

To achieve this it would be necessary to put into place
tax incentives, create policies which favour a balance
between professional and private life, work towards
the consolidation of child care structures, and streng-
then the legal framework and social position of fami-
lies. 

Germany and France are very good examples. In the
former case, Chancellor Merkel has created a series of
generous benefits for women in order to encourage more
births. In France there is a sophisticated and effective
system to promote more births which has achieved a hig-
her birth rate in that country. 

THE FUTURE OF THE WELFARE STATE IN EUROPE
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•Increase the productivity of the working population

The foundation of economic growth is productivity and in
this area Europe is far behind the United States. 

Only increased productivity can offset the negative
consequences of a declining working population. Europe
is not lacking talent, but it is lacking incentives. This is
evident when we see how difficult it is to create a new
company – legally and fiscally – or what little flexibility
exists when it comes to hiring. This is the great differen-
ce between Europe and the United States. 

Steps must be taken to end excessive labour market
regulations and, at the same time, create incentives for
new companies. Training and recycling programs for wor-
kers are essential tools that will always be necessary to
adapt to change and make labour mobility easier. 

• Avoid abuses in the social protection systems

European social protection systems, based on the philo-
sophy of transfers, subsidies and generalized benefits,
and where users are simple recipients, leave the door
open for abuse. Irresponsible behaviour that causes pu-
blic expenditure to soar is possible in areas such as he-
alth, education and social services. This occurs when the
recipients do not take into account the social and econo-
mic cost of the benefits when they receive them. 

To avoid these abuses it is necessary to include in-
centives that highlight the economic cost of social be-
nefits and encourages greater user responsibility. 
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This can be achieved, for example, by promoting the
participation of the private sector and the users in provi-
ding social benefits. The idea is to make citizens co-pro-
ducers and co-managers of these benefits. 

A good example is Sweden. Since the beginning of the
90s, the core of public Welfare Service reform has been
to dismantle the State monopoly with respect to the pro-
vision of social benefits. It is an attempt to end a closed
command economy and move towards a mixed Welfare
System based on the participation and collaboration of
three different actors: the State, the market and the citi-
zens. 

The Welfare System has been opened to the private
business sector which participates in the production of
services under conditions that are as near as possible
to a fully competitive market. In parallel, citizens' direct
power has increased and they can freely choose who pro-
vides the service from a wide range of public or private
entities. 

The clearest expression of this freedom of choice is a
voucher-based Welfare System that the State provides to
users. With these vouchers people choose who is going
to provide the benefit they need. Afterwards, the State re-
trieves them in exchange for money. In this way, the
State guarantees payment of the benefits and at the
same time allows users to choose who delivers them. 

By way of this system families choose, with no addi-
tional cost, the school of their preference whether it be
from the public sector or from the so-called independent
schools. This system includes the freedom to set up
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schools and compete, on a nearly level playing field, with
the public sector. 

These reforms in the educational system have been
replicated in other sectors. More and more cities organi-
ze their services using welfare vouchers, especially in
the cases of care for the retired or older people and chil-
dren in pre-school. 

The health sector has accepted the principle of user
freedom. The doctor or hospital where a patient wishes
to be treated can be freely chosen on a national level.
Additionally, the private business sector participates as
a supplier of health services in a system which is funded
by taxes.

Immigration and social protection systems
In Europe the phenomenon of immigration poses im-

portant challenges for economic, social and political
systems. It affects very important issues such as hou-
sing, social benefits, security, dependency and has an
impact on the values that sustain European societies.
The social protection systems of the receiving societies
have to deal with this challenge. 

First, it is essential to define and enforce the inclu-
sion criteria for new residents in the social protection
systems (establish guidelines for access to certain he-
alth benefits, social services, educational systems or
housing policies). Mechanisms have to be put into
place to respond to the demands of a changing popula-
tion (both in terms of socio-demographic structure and
cultural and linguistic profiles). 
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The imbalances of the Welfare State caused by ac-
cess of immigrant populations to the social protection
systems are three-fold: 

1. Social benefits as an incentive for irregular immi-
gration 

Europe looks like an “island of welfare” to potential
immigrants. Coverage for a series of necessities such
as health, education and social services is guarante-
ed. One of the main factors in the decision to emigra-
te is the expectation that they will have access to
those benefits. We must prevent these benefits from
becoming a key element in the cost-benefit equation
of irregular immigrants.  

2. The possible imbalance between expenditure and
revenue for the Welfare State 

Even considering the large differences that exist betwe-
en different countries, in general terms we can state
that the fiscal balance is initially positive. However, in
the mid-term, this advantage could progressively disap-
pear as the socio-demographic structure of the original
immigrant population (proportion of children to older
people) converges with the receiving society. 

3. Overburdened public services 

The increasing diversity of the population (different lan-
guages, different needs and different cultural tradi-
tions) means additional costs in providing the services.
In addition, the potential increase in the number of
users – many in irregular situations and, consequently,
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unexpected users that must be attended with a limited
budget – could cause saturation and a decline in the
quality of the services provided. We must make sure
that this increase in users is under control and, there-
fore, does not overload the public services and dama-
ge their reputation of providing good service in the eyes
of the citizens that support them with their taxes. 

Addressing the imbalance caused in the European
social protection systems by migratory flows implies: on
the one hand, controlling and channelling the nature and
magnitude of immigration and, on the other, managing
the ethnocultural diversity resulting from the presence in
Europe of important groups of immigrant origin. 

To address this situation we propose: 

•Discovering common solutions to the problems of
illegal immigration

Until now, countries have taken action on an individual
basis; an example is the legalization of irregular immi-
grants. This has had a negative impact on the rest of the
members of the European Union due to the mobility of
workers within its borders. 

Therefore, we urgently need a common migratory po-
licy for the European Union. 

•Reformulating actions and measures in the area of
legal immigration

Currently, there is excessive intervention by public admi-
nistrations in decisions that have to do with the arrival of
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immigrant workers. These decisions should mainly co-
rrespond to businesses and other actors in the econo-
mic process. 

Public administrations should focus on guaranteeing
that immigrant access to the labour market does not en-
danger specific public interests (such as health and se-
curity) and workers' rights. However, business opportuni-
ties and economic conditions should be set by the con-
tracting parties as long as they abide by the laws of both
countries. 

In short, it is a question of combining in a single
system legal security, economic performance and mana-
gement flexibility and responsiveness.

•Working towards immigrant integration

Integration is closely tied to education, learning and work. 

We must promote training policies for immigrants and
step up efforts to improve the qualifications of those
who have settled long ago. Europe, consisting of free
and democratic societies, has to offer them opportuni-
ties so that they are able to map out their own sensible
life-long plan. 

One of the guiding principles of European societies is
equal protection under the law for everyone. There is no
room in the value system of democratic countries for the
idea that each community can be governed by its own
laws, imposing its will on its members and seizing, in the
name of a culture, the rights which correspond to the indi-
vidual and not to the group. These are values that the

THE FUTURE OF THE WELFARE STATE IN EUROPE
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European Union has made its own over the years in diffe-
rent documents. 

The European democratic societies will grow stronger
with the active integration of immigrants. This should
imply a clear commitment to accepting not only the rights
but also the obligations that come with being a citizen of
each European country. 
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6
EDUCATING FOR THE FUTURE

The Lisbon Agenda was the European Council’s response to
the challenges of technological change and globalization. It
was also an attempt to maintain the welfare that is associa-
ted with a social model which is easier to recognize than to
define. 

The goal was to extend the successes that the Union had
achieved with the Internal Market and the macroeconomic
stability provided by the euro to the area of economic reform
and modernization. To achieve this, a new open coordination
model was proposed which should allow Member States to
learn from their own and others experiences. 

No one has questioned the importance of economic re-
form and the knowledge economy as decisive elements for
Europe's future. We are aware that Europe should prepare it-
self for competition in a global world in which it must play a
central role. 

6.1. Unfulfilled Expectations

During the last ten years European policy has been focused
on institutional reform and expansion. The impression is that
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institutional issues have come before political questions
which should be launched and coordinated by Community ins-
titutions. 

Europe has dedicated its efforts in thinking about “how”
and has ignored “what”, “why” and “what for”. A possible
consequence has been the discredit that the European inte-
gration process and the emergence of populism in some
countries have brought upon the Union. 

Reform and modernization of the European economy con-
tinue to be essential for guaranteeing growth and job creation
as well as social cohesion. The economic, social and regula-
tory challenges that the European Union faces today stem
from globalization, technological change or the information
society. We live in a globalized world where goods, services,
financial capital, machinery, money, workers and ideas migra-
te to places where they are better appreciated and where
they can work more efficiently, flexibly and safely. 

National governments on their own cannot face the cu-
rrent challenges. The different levels of political action must
be clearly defined. The Union is a crucial element so that the
European nations can deal with and take part in globaliza-
tion. 

The old model where the Community was in charge of po-
licies related to markets and competition to guarantee pros-
perity, and the Member States had exclusive control over so-
cial policies, is no longer valid. In today’s world, structural re-
forms of market regulations are needed. Reforms in the way
public services are provided are also required to guarantee
their quality, sustainability and citizens' choices.
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Europe will have to shed protectionist and interventio-
nist regulations that smother a dynamic business menta-
lity. The knowledge and innovation society should also be
driven forward if we are going to be at the forefront of the
information era. Finally, labour markets must be reformed
with a focus on training and employability for the entire life
of the worker. 

Improving the educational systems is a key element in ac-
complishing this. If Europe wants to be the most prosperous
and dynamic economic area of the world it must encourage
competition and excellence in its educational systems at
both national and European levels. We can thus guarantee
people’s freedom of movement and prepare them to compe-
te on the global stage. 

European societies that want to be successful on the glo-
balization front, cannot have its citizens relegated to being
mere receivers of services produced by the monopoly of the
Public Administrations. Private sector participation in the pro-
duction of public services cannot be limited to indirect mana-
gement services engaged to improve efficiency or reduce pu-
blic debt. 

Freedom of choice for users of public services must beco-
me a reality. This requires a free market which offers a plura-
lity of for-profit or not-for-profit economic and social agents.
The Public Administrations must guarantee funding, quality
and access to the services on equal, non-discriminatory
terms. 

Freedom of choice and supply should be the basic prin-
ciples on which a new consensus for social reform in
Europe is built, similar to what we have seen taking place

EDUCATING FOR THE FUTURE
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successfully in Sweden. Freedom of choice should not be
an option for just a few, but an opportunity guaranteed for
all. Freedom of supply, as opposed to public monopoly, will
mean competition which will lead to greater efficiency in
providing services. 

Europe has been an architect of ideas, transmitter of va-
lues and creator of culture. It can and must continue to be
so. Freedom requires a network of institutions that safeguard
it and make it possible. Long lasting prosperity can only take
place in a stable regulatory framework that provides long-
term legal security, protects property and makes innovation,
creativity and initiative possible. 

Only with quality education available to all will Europeans
be able to compete in the era of globalization. European
countries do not need to make all of their economic and so-
cial policies converge. However, they do have the opportunity
to learn from each other, share experiences and develop joint
solutions.

6.2. Education, a Basic Component for Quality Employment

The future of Europe depends on the future of education.
Education is the cornerstone of our welfare society and the
most important policy of economic progress and social so-
lidarity of the democratic states. 

Education makes it possible to have a solid base of
training. Only education guarantees good professional
training and allows citizens to have the flexibility needed
to adapt to the extraordinary changes that society is cu-
rrently facing. 
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Education is a system for transmitting values, princi-
ples and knowledge. It has been a basic tool for sprea-
ding opportunities and making social mobility possible. 

In the era of globalization, educational systems face
new challenges. They should be able to provide to each in-
dividual the human capital needed to take advantage of
the opportunities that globalization offers. 

The immigration phenomenon requires educational
systems that are able to integrate a diverse and multilin-
gual public. The internationalization of markets, which
change our way of working, is demanding people have new
technical skills and new abilities for management and ad-
ministration. The development of the Information Society
offers tools that modernize the way science is conveyed
and performed, the way we relate to each other, learn or
organize learning. 

Knowledge, together with a suitable institutional frame-
work, is the key to the wealth of nations today. The edu-
cational system should be a source of resources, capital
and competitive advantages. 

Education is essential for the role that Europe aspires
to play in the future. It is decisive in creating the opportu-
nities, the income and welfare that Europeans can enjoy
in the globalized world.  

Our proposals for improving the European educational
system are: 

EDUCATING FOR THE FUTURE
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•Foster effort, responsibility, merit and recognition of
work

A false egalitarianism in education has had disastrous
consequences. A good example is automatic promotion,
a way of not recognizing merit and capability. It has also
meant a decrease in opportunities, precisely for those
that most need education as a factor of prosperity and
social mobility. 

Apart from guaranteeing minimum requirements for
all, the aim should be for each student to freely and res-
ponsibly make the most out of the educational system.
Suitable incentives which recognize excellence must,
therefore, be created. This is the only way education will
become part of a personal project where each student
takes responsibility for his own future. 

•Reinforce the authority of teachers and their social
standing

This goal would imply legal reforms that recognize the te-
acher’s authority. It would also be necessary to review
the entrance requirements and selection processes for
teachers, boost their initial and continuous teacher trai-
ning, and promote geographic mobility by overcoming the
numerous hurdles that hinder or make it impossible.
This is the only way teachers will respond with excellen-
ce to the changes and expectations of society and be
able to provide students with more and more personali-
zed guidance. 
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•Support independent management and competition
between educational institutions

In order to adequately respond to the demands of so-
ciety, improve the choices of families by increasing their
freedom of choice, and thus foster the quality of the edu-
cational system itself, independent management of
schools should be promoted. Competition among scho-
ols and freedom of choice for parents is the best stimu-
lus for a higher quality educational system. 

•Promote transparency and accountability in all areas
of the educational system

Stakeholders in the educational system (families, tea-
chers, students, Administrations, and schools) should
be able to take decisions with the most transparent,
complete and unbiased information possible. 

Freedom of choice requires having information and
evaluation tools that clearly show the performance of the
educational systems. Indicators should be established
on a European, national, regional, school and individual
student basis. Only with truthful information about edu-
cational system performance is it possible to guarantee
freedom of choice and establish an incentive system
that drives quality. 

Evaluations make it possible to combine school inde-
pendence with social responsibility. Quality evaluation
systems are the instruments schools can use to confirm
that they comply with the expected learning standards. 

EDUCATING FOR THE FUTURE
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•Improve lifelong professional training plans

Education should not be restricted to its traditional con-
ception. It should reach all forms and aspects of training
and learning. Lifelong training should be a permanent op-
portunity for workers and not only in times of crisis. In to-
day’s world, each person should have the necessary
tools available to actively manage their human capital
and guide it with greater freedom. 

It is crucial to develop training and learning qualifi-
cation and accreditation systems that allow continuous
adaptation to the constantly changing circumstances in
employment and the markets. Market-oriented training
with the collaboration of companies and the professio-
nal organizations that represent them is needed. 

Some of these proposals have been put into practice.
Not only that, they are proving successful. 

In Finland, for example, the good results achieved by
the educational system in international rankings owe their
success more to teachers’ authority, their social standing,
and recognition of merit and effort than to expenditure per
student. 

Reforms put into place in the educational systems
in Sweden and the United Kingdom have established
a public/private cooperation model. This is based on
partnerships between public institutions and the priva-
te sector with the goal of providing public services pre-
viously managed by the Administration. Its success is
due to a wider and better offering of teaching alterna-
tives for parents and students, an improved discipli-
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nary environment, and a greater commitment by staff
and parents to the educational plans of the institu-
tion. 

In Denmark the idea of flexisecurity, a key term in the
debate about the future of both the labour market and
the social policies, is being developed. It refers to an at-
tempt to make compatible high levels of labour flexibility
with a high degree of security. In other words, flexisecu-
rity proposes not having to choose between flexibility and
security, but harmonizing flexible work models with social
protection guarantees. Denmark is developing this idea.
This is being carried out, on the one hand, with more fle-
xible regulations in the job market that make it easier for
companies to both hire and fire and adapt to the mar-
kets; and on the other hand, with high quality lifelong
training, comprehensive social coverage and incentives,
and support in hunting for new jobs. 

6.3. Challenges for Higher Education

Launched over a decade ago, the Bologna Process is an
example of the difficulties encountered in voluntary coo-
peration processes between countries in the educational
domain. The goal is a European Higher Education Area
with degrees that are easily recognized and comparable
and which aid the mobility of students and professors. 

To achieve this, three steps are required:

•The establishment of a European-wide university system
made up of two cycles: Bachelor’s and Master’s. 
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•The design of a new uniform credit system which gives
priority to the skills, abilities and knowledge acquired by
students.  

•The creation of different comparable quality evaluation
systems. 

It is time to ask ourselves to what extent has this pro-
cess accomplished the expected goals. The relative suc-
cess of the Bologna Process barely addresses the core of
European university problems. Over the years, or centuries
in some cases, most countries have developed closed, un-
competitive, overcrowded, poorly funded university
systems with little autonomy, insufficient transparency and
high drop-out rates. 

European Universities, except for a few clear exceptions
that are among the best in the world, are not used to com-
peting or being accountable. Some are the product of local
political interests and pay little attention to the real needs
of business and society. 

A good model to follow would be the one used in areas
such as Silicon Valley in California or Boston's Route 128.
Industrial development in those areas highlights the fruit-
fulness of collaborations between university and business
with spin-offs and start-ups. Under this model, firms and
universities jointly create small high technology industries,
with separate corporate identities, that are located in the
university environment.  The core element has always been
a marketable idea stemming from high level research, com-
bined with the realism, economic efficiency and professio-
nalism that firms provide. 
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The independence of universities is vital. It should allow
institutions to be more flexible in order to respond to their
surroundings and should foster independence and creati-
vity in academic work. Thus, universities are truly respon-
sible for their budgets, the management of their degrees
and the products they provide to society. 

Nevertheless, independence can become an obstacle
for reform and modernization if universities are governed
like closed corporations without any accountability. 

In the knowledge society, universities have to compete
to attract the best students, the best professors and rese-
archers and financial resources from society. 

There is no longer room in an open and competitive en-
vironment for the old model where a small university offe-
red all kinds of degrees to a local community.  Europe is
demanding excellent universities, leaders among the best
in the world. To accomplish this we propose the following: 

•Follow the path of specialization

Not all universities can offer in the future the same de-
grees or have access to the same sources of funding
or research programs. Universities should implement
vocational specialization according to their own deci-
sions and always keeping in mind local needs. It is
therefore crucial to establish an ever-increasing rela-
tionship with the local social and business structures
that make the university an agent of innovation and
training. 

EDUCATING FOR THE FUTURE
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•Encourage competition between universities

Universities should compete. Competition will have a po-
sitive impact on the quality of teaching, research and
management. 

Competition for the best students implies offering
quality teaching based on high level research.
Universities should treat their students as clients and,
depending on the quality of the teaching and the profes-
sional and career opportunities that they offer, be able to
charge additional fees. 

Competition for resources entails greater responsibi-
lity for universities in the management of their budgets –
both in revenue and expenditure –, independent evalua-
tion of projects and the creation of individual assess-
ment of researchers. 

Competition for the best personnel in management as
well as professors and researchers. This assumes,
among other things, that the current uniform salary
systems based on seniority must be replaced. 

In the case of private higher education, which opera-
tes outside of the official degree structure and with gre-
ater organizational flexibility, there are examples in
Europe that are highly competitive. This is the case of
the business schools. In Spain there are several which
are among the most prestigious in the world that are
able to attract students from other countries, employ
good professors and produce knowledge. They are priva-
te enterprises and turn a profit. 
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•A new university culture of effort and merit

It is crucial that university students consider their uni-
versity studies an investment of time, effort and money. 

Therefore, it is necessary to abandon the idea that
university studies are a natural and universal continua-
tion of secondary studies. A balanced, competitive and
open educational system requires high quality, socially
recognized vocational training systems. Incentives
should be implemented which reward excellence, ef-
fort and merit in all stages of higher and vocational
education. 

•Clearly promote mobility for students and professors

Mobility is a key factor for education in the knowledge so-
ciety. It is one of the pillars for the construction of the
European Higher Education Area. It is a strategy for the
future of university research and a guarantee for compe-
titive and suitable professional placement. Finally, it is a
tool for competitiveness and quality for universities as
well as for personal development. 

To initiate this, sufficient funding is needed from
the Community and Member State budgets. Also the
private sector should contribute since it is especially
interested in attracting the best talent. Nevertheless,
real mobility is not possible unless there is mutual re-
cognition by all States of the degrees and qualifica-
tions. 
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•A new institutional framework

This institutional framework should allow and drive ge-
nuine university independence, based on differentiation
and specialization, to compete for students, professors,
financial resources and research projects. 

This framework would require significant legal chan-
ges in the majority of the Member States. The goal has
to be educational, research and management quality,
professor and student mobility, the transparency and ac-
countability of university institutions and integration in
the local environment.

•Development of collaboration networks with other
universities

One of the challenges for universities is the development
of collaboration networks on a national, European and in-
ternational scale. As a result, the exchange of profes-
sors and students will be maximized and the creation of
joint degrees and research projects will be fostered. 

•Promote transparency and accountability of universities

Transparency is a necessary condition for quality impro-
vement. Universities should be accountable to the so-
ciety that funds them, especially to the educational
system stakeholders, with regard to academic, profes-
sional, scientific and financial results. This is only possi-
ble if an assessment culture exists which, to date, has
scarcely been developed. 
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In the framework of the European Higher Education
Area it is impossible to build comparable, compatible
and competitive systems if evaluation and accreditation
of teaching, personnel and funding is not introduced. 

6.4. Research and Innovation in the Knowledge Society

Ten years ago the Lisbon Agenda emphasized research. The
goal was to increase investment in research as a percenta-
ge of GDP and make European economies more productive.
To do so, a plan was developed: the European Research
Area. This was defined as an internal market for research
and knowledge where researchers, technology and knowled-
ge can move freely and where activities and support by re-
gional, national and European actors are coordinated. 

To date, efforts to achieve this have centred on increa-
sing the resources dedicated to research, improving mana-
gement and exploring new avenues of collaboration with the
private sector. 

However, progress towards the major goal set by the
Lisbon Agenda has been slow. It does not seem that we are
closing the gap in RD&I compared to the United States,
Japan and Korea. According to some estimations, China will
soon surpass Europe in this area. 

It is clear that a developed economy needs to include
new knowledge. The generation of knowledge is one of
the greatest sources of wealth. Nevertheless, we should
qualify this idea. We should not lose sight of the instru-
mental nature of the increase of public resources dedica-
ted to R&D. The effort needed in R&D cannot become an
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end in itself and will not automatically guarantee Euro-
pe’s economic success. We could reach the point of
“scientific nationalism”. This should be avoided because
it is the opposite of the very harmful “let the others in-
vent it”, autarky in the areas of technology, science and
research. 

Not all European countries are in the same situation.
They are starting off under very different relative circums-
tances, and this is even more so after the latest EU enlar-
gement. In many cases, therefore, an increase in producti-
vity and competitiveness is not a question of increasing
economic resources dedicated to research. It is more clo-
sely tied to efficient management and a drive to include al-
ready existing technologies even if they are produced some-
where else. 

For example, when comparing expenditure in Information
and Communications Technologies (ICT) in the United
States and Europe, different studies have shown that the
main difference is not so much a question of the amount of
resources dedicated, but how efficiently they are used in
firms (which may also depend on regulatory aspects, mar-
ket size or business size and culture). Companies still have
a long way to go towards using the already existing techno-
logies. This will help increase productivity and also innova-
tion capability. 

The major challenges facing Europe in the area of rese-
arch and innovation are: 

•Foster creativity and the entrepreneurial spirit, as they
are the basic components of a dynamic and competitive
society. 
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•Efficiently use advances in the different fields of know-
ledge to expand its possibilities.

•Develop the institutional framework that facilitates the
funding and emergence of new companies, and the at-
traction and retention of talent. 

To address them we must overcome traditional approa-
ches. We need a wider vision that goes beyond the mere
need to strengthen the education-research-innovation trian-
gle. We must also include the financial and business as-
pects. A pentagon would be a more appropriate figure: edu-
cation-research-innovation-funding-business. 

To develop this pentagon, whose ultimate goal should be
to facilitate the process of turning new knowledge into new
products and firms, our proposals are: 

•Promote the development of new financial markets

Specifically, promote those that help in funding business
initiatives that emerge from innovation processes in dif-
ferent stages. Public resources earmarked for research
and innovation should be distributed as repayable loans
or some other formula that applies business logic.

•Develop independent institutions specialized in project
evaluation

The goal would be to generate and spread transparent
and reliable information that allows investors to make
decisions based on all of the facts. 
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With this as a starting point, you could create banks
of objectively vetted business projects whose quality has
been evaluated and which would be eligible for funding
at the national, European and global level.  This should
be accompanied by census information with regard to in-
frastructures and research teams and publicity about the
results achieved at all levels. Only by providing easy ac-
cess to verified and reliable information will it be possi-
ble to consolidate a true knowledge society. 

•Promote the implementation of next generation Internet
networks across Europe

Currently specific regulatory and financial questions
are delaying implementation. National and European
institutions should ensure that Information and
Communications Technologies (ICT) allow reliable,
competitive and inexpensive access by European citi-
zens to the next generation Internet.

•Encourage specialization in universities

Universities and firms are the main sources of knowledge.
With regard to education, universities should become
more and more specialized and direct their programmes
towards the labour market or the creation of elite profes-
sionals and researchers. In the area of research, the only
criteria should be the assessment of project and research
team excellence. 

In the United States public resources allocated to rese-
arch are concentrated in a few entities that are under
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constant scrutiny. In Europe, however, the challenge is to
free research policy from the grip of localism. 

•Facilitate synergies among different actors

These could be public and private, European and national,
from one or many countries, universities, businesses or
other kinds. This is the only way we can attain the neces-
sary critical mass in project size. 

In doing this we should avoid the temptation of imposing
models that have been successful in other contexts that
are not European. These successes are mainly due to the
fact that the actors have been given the chance to work to-
gether freely and without arbitrary impositions. 

•Establish a new policy of tax incentives 

A key factor in promoting research in firms and the priva-
te sector is the generous tax benefits that many
European countries offer. It is unquestionable that these
benefits lower the tax burden of firms with intensive
RD&I activity and offer them, initially, greater flexibility
than public subsidies. 

However, a careful evaluation should be undertaken to
see exactly how much these incentives contribute to the
incorporation of new firms and actors into research and
development activities.  

An alternative to tax incentives is a general reduc-
tion of tax rates. This is a much more neutral and effi-
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cient incentive for risk assumption and business acti-
vity.  

An alternative to a necessary general reduction of
rates could be to coordinate and harmonize incentives to
avoid distortions in investment decisions by firms. 

•Funding must be tied to the project and not the rese-
arch centre

To that end, the professionalization of research adminis-
trative support is important. This means that resear-
chers would depend on their own work to maintain and
receive funding and not on the centre where it is perfor-
med. A research project could begin in one centre and
end in another without harming the continuity and evolu-
tion of the project. 

Researchers should receive the necessary support
from the initial definition and funding of the project to the
final exploitation of results in the form of business initia-
tives. 

•Simplify and unify the current intellectual property
and patent regulations 

Intellectual property and patent rights are, in the end, a
deciding factor. European patent regulations cannot be a
hurdle which forces firms to defend their rights in multi-
ple jurisdictions. We must encourage and make it easier
for researchers in universities and research centres to
patent and benefit from the knowledge they produce.   
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•Implement flexible systems of mobility for resear-
chers

The goal is to improve the circulation of research person-
nel between the public and private sectors so that they
can participate in business activities on a temporary or
part-time basis. 
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7
FREEDOM, SECURITY AND JUSTICE 

IN EUROPE 

7.1. Introduction 

The Treaty of Amsterdam, which came into force on May 1,
1999, contemplated for the first time a Community Area of
Freedom, Security and Justice. During the European
Council, celebrated in Tampere in October of the same year
this objective became a priority on the political agenda. 

The Union’s involvement in this new area was justified for
two reasons: 

•The conviction that a single market requires a common judi-
cial and legal space, with rapid and efficient proceedings. 

•The opening of spaces of freedom in Europe, an unques-
tionably positive development, has meant greater diffi-
culty in pursuing specific kinds of criminals. 

Currently no State is prepared to individually face certain
challenges, such as terrorism or organized crime. 

The progressive establishment of the principle of mu-
tual trust among Member States –based on their adheren-
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ce to the principles of freedom, democracy, respect for
human rights and validity of the Rule of Law- requires a uni-
form system of national codes and security and justice
systems. 

The complex legal configuration of the Area of
Freedom, Security and Justice has made its development
difficult. 

The needed intervention by the Union has met with resis-
tance from the States to give up their power over questions
that are tightly intertwined with their sovereignty and with ju-
dicial traditions that are deeply rooted in the history of each
nation. 

Therefore, the Area of Freedom, Security and Justice is
split into five different domains: 

•Judicial cooperation and aid agreements. 

•Harmonization of legislation. 

•Mutual recognition of judicial decisions. 

•The creation of common coordination bodies or networks
and national contact points. 

•The operational cooperation of police and customs ser-
vices. 

7.2. Steps Forwards and Backwards

The turmoil caused by the 9/11 attacks in 2001 gave new
impetus to the agenda of the European Area of Freedom,
Security and Justice. 
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Until then concern over terrorism in Europe was low. Very
few countries were willing and open to undertaking joint ac-
tions against terror and making the war on terrorism a
European priority. 

On September 21 that same year, during the Belgian pre-
sidency, an Extraordinary Council passed the first action
plan to fight terrorism. 

In the first half of 2002, under the Spanish presidency,
the Council passed the European Arrest Warrant and the
Framework Decision to harmonize criminal legislation with
regard to terrorist offences. The first replaces the traditio-
nal extradition procedure with immediate surrender of terro-
rists and organized criminals. The second requires harmo-
nization of Penal Codes. 

This advance was accompanied by other important mea-
sures driven by the Spanish presidency: 

•The creation of EUROJUST, made up of public prosecu-
tors, judges and police officers to facilitate coordination
of judicial processes and the investigation of organized
crime. 

•The organization of European civil and penal judicial net-
works and the designation of liaison judges from some
countries to others. 

•The assignment of resources to EUROPOL to analyze the
terrorist threat and strengthen its capacity to exchange
information. 

•The establishment of joint investigative teams made up
of judges, public prosecutors and police officers. 
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•The elaboration of a European list of terrorist organizations. 

However, the process has not continued with the same
intensity. In June 2004, the Commission clearly announced
the main problems: 

•It has not been possible to reach a European-wide agre-
ement to pass some sensitive measures that corres-
pond to policies that are deeply rooted in the sphere of
national sovereignty. 

•The current restrictions to the European Parliament’s
role as co-legislator limit the transparency of the deci-
sion taking process. 

•The limited role of the Court of Justice and the
Commission in this domain and the institutional limits
used to control its application in the Member States are
obstacles to guaranteeing the effectiveness of the tools
and the decisions taken. 

The expansion process has added new challenges:  

•Securing foreign borders. 

•The implementation of the Second-generation Schengen
Information System. 

•Preparation of the new Member States so that they can
participate in the “Schengen pool” with the elimination
of internal border controls. 

•Approval of measures to increase trust with an eye to
consolidating the mutual recognition principle.  

With the terrorist attacks in Madrid (2004) and London
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(2005) a new wave of decisions was launched although with
a less incisive reach. This was often more programmatic
than operative. 

The attacks in Madrid fostered the creation of an “anti-
terrorist czar” (EU Counter-Terrorism Coordinator) and the
approval of measures that are complementary to the 2001
action plan. The emphasis was placed on: 

•Restricting terrorists’ access to sources of funding. 

•Immediate reaction in the face of an attack. 

•Protecting international transport. 

•Effective border control. 

•Reinforcing coordination and information exchange. 

•Identifying the factors which contribute to the recruit-
ment of terrorists. 

•Promoting the capability and efforts to combat terrorism
in third party countries. 

One of the Gordian knots is information exchange. The
following needs have been put forward: 

•Find new exchange mechanisms between judicial and po-
lice authorities and the intelligence services. 

•Convert EUROPOL and EUROJUST in information clea-
ringhouses useful to police authorities. 

•Transfer certain information to Interpol such as, for
example, stolen passports. 
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Since 2004, the Commission also funds projects to sup-
port the fight against terrorism and aid the victims. 

The existing anti-terrorism action plan (2005-2010) in-
sists on a comprehensive response based on: 

•Prevention (terrorist recruitment and funding). 

•Information exchange. 

•Protection of critical infrastructures. 

•A pilot plan in favour of terrorist victims. 

•Collaboration of third countries which is increasingly im-
portant. 

In the domain of the Area of Freedom, Security and
Justice, the failed Constitutional Treaty represented a de-
cisive change. It "communitarized" and rechanneled it to-
wards a common judicial framework. The division in pi-
llars was thus overcome, although with some exceptions
in judicial and police cooperation, as well as maintaining
the initiative of the States. 

The Lisbon Treaty maintains this important advance.
The Area of Freedom, Security and Justice is set up as a
shared responsibility and redirected towards the common
logic of integration. A qualified majority is accepted for
the unification of penal codes to regulate EUROJUST or
EUROPOL. However, a unanimous vote is still required
(with prior approval by Parliament), for the unification of
penal procedural rules, operative police cooperation or
the creation of the Prosecutor's Office. In the absence of
unanimity, at least nine States can opt for enhanced co-
operation. 

FREEDOM, SECURITY AND JUSTICE IN EUROPE
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This Treaty also contains the most notable new featu-
re since 2002: the establishment of a European Public
Prosecutor’s Office to fight against the most serious
forms of crime. It will have the power to pursue and char-
ge those responsible for serious crimes which have affec-
ted several Member States. 

7.3. The Anti-Terrorism Strategy of the European Union 

In December 2005 the European Union approved its Anti-
Terrorism Strategy which includes the following goals: 

•Prevention, which seeks to neutralize radicalization and
recruitment of terrorists. 

•Protection, of citizens and infrastructures by reducing the
vulnerability of borders, transport and critical infrastruc-
tures. 

•Persecution, which should stop terrorist plans, travel,
funding, provisioning of arms and explosives and com-
munications. 

•Response, including management of crisis situations
and victim attention. 

Since then, some other legal instruments have been ap-
proved such as the anti-money laundering directive, security
in ports or retaining telecommunications traffic. Other regu-
lations have been worked on such as the exchange of infor-
mation and data protection. The FRONTEX Agency is now
operative. 

Nevertheless, much still needs to be done. Many of
these instruments are in an embryonic stage or have not
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been developed by Member States. The information that re-
aches EUROPOL and EUROJUST is limited. Work on funding
and protection of infrastructures has not progressed. 

In short, Europe has not been able to become a relevant
international player, build common positions or assume res-
ponsibilities in the face of the security crisis in the last few
years. Nor has it advanced systematically and coherently to-
wards an Area of Freedom, Security and Justice. This
should currently be one of the priorities for the European
Union. 

7.4. The Terrorist Threat and Organized Crime: Global
Dangers

This century began tragically, marked by terrorism and inse-
curity: New York and Washington (2001), Bali (2002),
Istanbul (2003), Madrid (2004), London (2005 and 2006),
Mumbai (2008). 

Terrorism on a universal scale and a new kind of trans-
national crime which is organized in networks that move
around quickly and control enormous amounts of money,
have brought to light the vulnerability of democratic socie-
ties and the limitations of States. 

Currently terrorist threats are the greatest danger to a
life of freedom and peace. Our societies have an obligation
to defend the principles and values of democratic coexis-
tence in the face of terrorist blackmail. 

It is a form of intimidation that is nearby. It is not a pro-
duct that is alien to our societies and which has been trans-
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planted from some remote land. It lives here among us, in
people that study in our universities or work in our commu-
nities.  

At the same time, organized crime, in the form of multi-
national networks, multiplies its criminal capability with po-
werful structures that include thousands of people. They
traffic in humans, they move them from one place to ano-
ther and they take advantage of the weaknesses and oppor-
tunities of open societies. 

All in all, criminals take advantage of progress in all of
its forms, while States advance slowly to eliminate the obs-
tacles that judges, public prosecutors and police officers
still have to deal with. 

Combating terrorism and insecurity is a goal that must
be pursued with clear and firm principles and values. On
the one hand, citizens demand that States reduce their
vulnerability, create preventive capabilities to avoid terro-
rist attacks, increase their intelligence capabilities and
improve international cooperation. On the other hand,
new aspects of the eternal debate about the balance bet-
ween security and freedom emerge, and about the trade-
offs that security imposes in order to maintain a free so-
ciety. 

The question is how security can promote freedom and
our rights and value system without seriously affecting
them. In other words, how can we promote security in an or-
dinary way and avoid restricting freedom with extraordinary
measures. The latter would be a victory for those who at-
tempt to wipe out the system of freedom itself.  
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7.5. Proposals to Create an Area of Freedom, Security and
Justice

The Area of Freedom, Security and Justice is one of the is-
sues where the Union should advance the most in coming
years. 

Europe must shed its relativist discourse that plays into the
hands of all kinds of fundamentalisms. All terrorism is the
same and should be confronted in the same way. An attempt
to evaluate the supposed reasons behind any kind of terro-
rism is dangerous and an error. We are all threatened, and te-
rrorists will always find a pretext for their criminal actions. 

A firm and urgent response is required. No State on its
own can combat these threats. European and international
collaboration is the only effective response. 

Developing the Area of Freedom, Security and Justice re-
presents an enormous political goal. In order to achieve it,
the Union should have the ambition and resolve that at the
time made the Internal Market possible. 

Detailed actions with regard to specific issues will not be
enough. A comprehensive national and European policy is
needed. We have to start by recognizing the seriousness of
the threat and the policy has to be provided with the neces-
sary legal instruments, resources and funding for the mea-
sures to be effective. 

The consolidation of the Area of Freedom, Security and
Justice should be based on common values (fundamental
rights, Rule of Law, democratic institutions) and on the
strengthening of European citizenship. 

FREEDOM, SECURITY AND JUSTICE IN EUROPE
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To accomplish the goal of reinforcing freedom, security
and justice in Europe in the face of the current challenges,
our proposals include: 

•Strengthen the Area of Freedom, Security and Justice

The development of the European Judicial Area implies
minimum common procedural rules and fundamental
guarantees, measures designed to reinforce the pro-
tection of victims and the complete mutual recognition
of judicial decisions. It would also be necessary to de-
vise a coherent penal policy within the European Union
to be able to efficiently combat all forms of serious
crime. 

Complete operational cooperation and the design of a
European security system are key elements in the fight
against the current threats. The Union needs to initiate
a European criminal information strategy, including per-
manent, real-time exchange of operational information,
intelligence and experiences of researchers, joint infor-
mation and analysis databases (investigations, finger-
prints, ballistic, DNA…), and a European register of cri-
minal records. 

•More secure and efficient borders 

The creation of common visa policies and procedures is
a required element to achieve more secure and efficient
borders. The work already begun has to be taken another
step to include biometric data in travel and identity docu-
ments, especially passports. We must make sure that
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the Visa Information System (VIS) and the new Schengen
Information System (SIS II), are indeed operative and
that we are making use of all of their possibilities. 

The establishment of a uniform status of asylum and
subsidiary protection, a common system for granting and
withdrawing such a status and a common system desig-
ned to guarantee temporary protection are all pending re-
forms needed to avoid both distortions in the current
system and abuses of the institution of asylum. 

A common immigration policy, based on Community
solidarity, especially with those countries with external
borders, is a logical and necessary consequence of fre-
edom of movement. Its credibility depends to a large ex-
tent on the capacity of the European Union to control ille-
gal immigration, develop an effective policy of return and
readmission, and bolster the fight against human traffic-
king. 

Integrated management of the Union's external bor-
ders must be advanced from the legislative, operational
and financial perspective. FRONTEX must be made stron-
ger and a network of European Coast Guards must be
created. In the mid- and long-term the creation of a
European border patrol which would be complementary
to the national bodies should not be ruled out. 

•The defeat of terrorism as a core goal of the Union

The first step to achieve this goal is to define terrorism
as an unjustified criminal act no matter what form it
takes or under what circumstances it occurs. 

FREEDOM, SECURITY AND JUSTICE IN EUROPE
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The consolidation of a common global terrorism po-
licy, both internal and external, is crucial. A strong policy
against terror is needed that maximizes cooperation and
develops a collective capability that makes up for the ca-
pabilities each individual State is lacking. 

Security in the Union will be reinforced by making
liaisons commonplace for police, judges and prosecu-
tors as well as for joint investigation teams. Or more
intensively through the creation of joint police or judi-
cial units and the implication of each State in pursuing
and neutralizing terrorists that attempt to act in ano-
ther country in the Union. These joint units, or at least
joint teams, could be extended to third party countries,
especially in the area of the Mediterranean or those
countries where terrorists are recruited, trained or fi-
nanced. 

EUROPOL should be strengthened with the creation of
an effective anti-terrorism unit equipped with suitable re-
sources and power. 

Response capability should also be reinforced in
case prevention fails. Planning a critical response and
communicating it to the general population in the face
of massive terrorist attacks with CBRN substances
(Chemical, Biological, Radiological, and Nuclear) is a
necessary European-wide goal. Some countries are al-
ready designing terrorist catastrophe prevention and at-
tention centres. The European Union should join these
efforts.
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•Efficiently fight against organized crime

Common judicial definitions and treatment of organized
crime are pre-requisites for increasing the security of
European citizens. 

Likewise, we must not forget that, to be completely ef-
ficient, the war on terrorism should be fought in connec-
tion with other types of crime and, especially with organi-
zed crime. A wide-ranging approach is needed to fight
against this phenomenon, especially in the area of terro-
rist funding sources. Specifically, it is essential to improve
transparency and the ability to trace financial transac-
tions. 

•Improve international cooperation

Security is a global asset and requires close international
cooperation to safeguard it. Getting third countries to sign
on to the European anti-terrorism model and extending it
to international organizations should be a priority for
European Union foreign policy.  This should include a strict
demand that, in order to be a beneficiary of European aid
and cooperation projects, countries must commit themsel-
ves to dedicating their maximum effort and collaboration
in the fight against terrorism and against illegal immigra-
tion networks. 

Strengthening international consensus in the war on te-
rrorism and support for victims should both be objectives
of this EU foreign policy. We must increase efforts in mul-
tilateral organizations towards the generalization of natio-
nal anti-terrorist systems following common guidelines
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and including recognition and aid for victims. It is also vital
to extend cooperation in order to limit access by terrorists
and organized criminals to economic resources and finan-
cial circuits. 

Cooperation and aid in the war against terror in high
risk countries is an effective contribution to global secu-
rity. The European Union and its Member States should
set ambitious goals in this area. 

If international cooperation is an essential requirement
to defeat terrorism and fight organized crime, these issues
should have a prominent place in the Atlantic political
agenda. Reinforcing the Atlantic connection in the fight
against terrorism, in the framework of NATO3 and in the re-
lationship between Europe and the United States, should
be a priority. 

3 NATO: An Alliance for Freedom, FAES, Madrid, 2009.
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8
THE INTERNATIONAL DIMENSION 

OF THE EUROPEAN UNION

The Europe we know today was possible because of the
Atlantic connection. Consequently, Europe has been, is and
will be Atlantic. Reforming NATO now is, therefore, impor-
tant in order to reinforce the strength of that relationship in
the face of common security challenges. This aim was pre-
sent in our report NATO: An Alliance for Freedom.

Recovering from the current crisis and returning to growth
will also require a closer collaboration between Europe and the
United States. The creation of an Atlantic Prosperity Area, as
we stated in our report A Case for an Open Atlantic Prosperity
Area, would be a useful and beneficial element for Europe to
increase its economic vitality. Europe will only increase its in-
fluence in the world if its economy is stronger, more open and
more flexible. 

These two goals should lead Europe to increase its res-
ponsibility in the management of global issues. 

8.1. Means Without Ends

In the last few years we have focused our attention on pro-
viding the means needed so that the European Community
can develop its foreign policy. 
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This was and is logical. Without the means, we could
hardly demand results. Due to the treaties in force we have
a High Representative for the Common Foreign and Security
Policy – Mr CFSP – and an organic structure which has allo-
wed us to begin moving forward. Along the same lines, the
Lisbon Treaty pays special attention to all of the European
Union foreign policy and common security questions and
develops ideas and proposals accepted by the majority. 

This institutional structure has done a good job. It coordi-
nated different countries and, where possible, was able to
get the diplomatic corps of the Member States to work toge-
ther from the beginning to share in the analysis process and
decision making. Particularly useful was the early analysis of
emerging crises which made joint evaluation and study pos-
sible and laid the foundation for the establishment of a com-
mon stance. 

In short, now more than ever States have exchanged in-
formation and analyses. Never has there been a better un-
derstanding of the others’ positions as there is today. 

The outstanding work made at the administrative level
does not alter the fact that the results achieved to date
have been very limited. Furthermore, in general terms we
must be cautious with regard to what may happen in the im-
mediate future. The real problem goes beyond the instru-
ments needed to correctly carry out a foreign and security
policy. Passing the Lisbon Treaty will not on its own resolve
the core issue, in spite of the progress it represents in this
area. 

It is not a question of means but of ends. 
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We often read, hear or criticize the Union without making
a distinction between its bureaucratic structure and the
States. The main problem is not in the Administration, but
in the lack of political will by the Governments to accept res-
ponsibilities and the enormous differences between the
States. 

The Union is trying to achieve the convergence of coun-
tries with different starting points. It is not reasonable to
expect the experience of centuries to disappear in such a
short period of time, because the European Union is an at-
tempt to overcome historical inertia. There are neutralists,
isolationists, interventionists, everyday exercises of enor-
mous power… that become apparent each time the Union
is faced with a serious situation.  

For example, there are powers in the Union that have had
an active role all over the planet for centuries. They do not
hesitate to use force when they consider it necessary. In
contrast, many States, due to their size and because of his-
toric or political reasons, are reluctant to develop a more
active foreign policy. They are committed to promoting
Europe based almost exclusively on the attractiveness of
its social and economic model, open to trade, but closed to
riskier international experiences. This also has a decisive
influence on the analysis of reality which on more than one
occasion has ignored present and future threats. 

These viewpoints are all legitimate and none of them is
more European than the others. Europe simply has been
and is plural, and it is not easy to find common ground. 

When the different States’ perspectives are so far apart
and political pressure requires adopting a common posi-
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tion, the tendency is to reach an agreement of minimum
standards. The position is frequently a disappointment and
reaffirms the impression of irrelevance on the international
scene. 

This is even more evident when there is parallel action
by certain European diplomatic corps. Large nations have
their own agendas which are a consequence of their history
and their interests, and these are often conflicting. It is in-
conceivable that enough will change in a short period of
time to make these individual characteristics disappear.  

8.2. Deficiencies, Barriers and Contradictions

Often we hear that Europe has a more modern and effecti-
ve way of understanding and carrying out foreign actions
than the other large powers. However, the reality is that it is
difficult for the European Union to reach common positions
that are consistent enough when it comes to assuming the
responsibility of managing crises of a certain size. This is
due to historical differences as well as new cultural trends
that are steeped in relativism. 

A foreign policy action requires several elements which
are present throughout history: identity, recognition of inte-
rests, definition of goals, effective instruments for action
and political will to use them. In spite of advances with re-
gard to instruments, there have only been a few cases
where these elements are present in the foreign actions of
the European Union. 

On the other hand, development of a European interna-
tional dimension is linked to the debate on Atlantic rela-
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tionships. In some cases the willingness to break the bond
that has provided stability and security to the Old Continent
is apparent. In others, there is doubt whether a close rela-
tion with the United States is possible or not if we take into
account the important differences that exist when addres-
sing the major problems of our time. 

Whatever the position, the threat is the same on both
sides of the Atlantic. The interests to be defended are also
very similar. Europe has distanced itself from the United
States in the past while at the same time increasing its de-
pendence with regard to security and defence due to a lack
of investment and common policy. 

With all of its problems, the European integration pro-
cess continues to move forward. The further you venture
into the political domain the more difficult it gets. This is a
negotiation that touches sovereignty’s historic core: public
order, justice, diplomacy, defence and the treasury.
Relinquishing part of their power is not easy for the States.
Only in the long run will a European public opinion be for-
med and will serve as the basis for foreign policy that goes
beyond a mere agreement of different national perspecti-
ves. 

Nevertheless, the history of the European process is
also the account of formidable advances in the construc-
tion of a united Europe. These advances are linked to the
recognition that it is impossible for States on their own to
successfully face certain challenges successfully. 

In a global world the European States are not large
enough to be able to take on the role of leaders. However,
having institutional structures is worthless if there is not a
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clear awareness of what you want to defend and a willing-
ness to do so.

8.3. A Backdrop of Division and Impotence: the Balkans,
Iraq, Afghanistan, Iran, Kosovo and Georgia 

From the Balkan conflicts to the crises in Iraq, Afghanistan
and Iran all the way through to Kosovo and Georgia, in every
case the Member States have been divided or united in hel-
plessness. 

Every one of these situations has revealed to the world
that the Union is not yet prepared to be a relevant interna-
tional player. The principle of “agreement on minimum stan-
dards” leads to inaction. 

The Balkan Crisis: the European Union asks the United
States for help 
In the face of a crisis of stability and the human catas-
trophe that was taking place in the Balkans it was not
acceptable to stand by watching. The Clinton
Administration understood that in principle it was a
European problem which did not represent a major se-
curity threat; the United States would, therefore, not
have to intervene. The Europeans, nonetheless, did
not know what to do. They did not have a suitable ins-
titutional framework from which to intervene and they
were lacking resources, willingness and determination
to get militarily involved in a region that throughout his-
tory had ended up being a trap for different major po-
wers. 
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The European Union, in the end, had to ask the United
States to assume, once again, the leadership to resolve
this crisis. There were many relevant figures in
Washington that were against this: Why should American
lives be risked if it was a minor European crisis? Hadn’t
the Europeans been complaining for years about
American leadership and had demanded more indepen-
dence? 

The United States, concerned about the effect the cri-
sis could have on the unity of the Atlantic Alliance, finally
gave in to the demands. The principle of solidarity could
be damaged if the United States ignored the requests of
its allies. 

Iraq: the Union is divided 
During the 90s, the principle of non-interference ran into pro-
blems. We had to respond to successive security crises and
humanitarian catastrophes that devastated numerous coun-
tries, from the former Yugoslavia to the African Great Lakes
to East Timor. Unfortunately, a consensus on how to take pre-
ventative action or in the absence of a unanimous decision
by members of the UN Security Council had not yet been re-
ached. 

The essential threat that terrorism poses to democracies
became clear after the terrorist attacks on September 11,
2001. It also became clear which States harbour, finance
and promote terrorism. 

In the face of Saddam Hussein’s defiance of the interna-
tional community, which had passed 17 Resolutions that
condemned his actions and demanded over and over that he
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fulfil his obligations, the European Union was divided. A few,
by ignoring the danger of the regime and violating the deci-
sion-making process in the European Union, had wanted to
take advantage of the situation to weaken the Atlantic con-
nection and define a new “multipolar” balance. 

Afghanistan: the Union recognizes the need to act 
Some States sent troops, others did not. Among those be-
longing to the first group, some accepted to fight the
enemy and others did not. As a result, the situation in
Afghanistan has worsened and the Taliban have regained
territory and social influence, while many of the European
contingents turn their backs on the responsibility to gua-
rantee the security of the Afghan people. 

It is true that this is NATO’s responsibility and not the
European Union's. Still, everyone realizes that the States
that make up both are practically the same and that the
heart of the problem is that many Governments lack the
military capability and political will to accept their respon-
sibilities on the international stage. 

The Iranian nuclear crisis or provocative weakness
In this crisis the European Union has attempted to play
a leading role with the Iranian regime which has been
ineffective. The negotiations have resulted in a series
of European ultimatums that have repeatedly been ig-
nored by the Iranians who continue with their nuclear
programme. 

Strict economic sanctions to force the Tehran govern-
ment to reconsider its options should have been impo-
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sed a long time ago. Beyond business interests, a stra-
tegic vision of Europe requires an Iran without nuclear
weapons. 

Kosovo and Georgia: the most recent divisions in the
European Union 
The recognition of the independence of Kosovo by some
States and international organizations was a violation of
the Helsinki Final Act of 1975 and has set a dangerous
international precedent. From this point on some will
think that the territorial integrity of United Nations mem-
ber countries can be changed as a consequence of uni-
lateral demands by part of the population if it is accep-
ted by a certain number of countries against the will of
the State that suffers the split. 

Kosovo’s independence questions the European will
to build multiethnic, secular, tolerant, plural and open so-
cieties. 

In the Georgia crisis the European Union has not re-
acted as it should have in the face of the invasion of a
friendly State which has a strong European vocation and
a democracy under construction. European inaction at-
tempted to get guarantees of energy supplies and inves-
tments that, ultimately, it did not receive. In the end, the
Union has put itself into a weak diplomatic position and
has increased its economic vulnerability. 

8.4. “Structured Cooperation” as an Alternative

The Lisbon Treaty includes interesting innovations to avoid
the harmful effect of "agreements on minimum standards".
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One of them is the possibility of establishing a “structured
cooperation”. 

This is a necessary option, but it will not be a cure-all. As
we have seen in reviewing the most recent crises, the
European powers’ positions highlight the differences in cri-
teria and a tendency towards inaction or to giving in. 

“Structured cooperation” would allow us to react more
quickly and more coherently than in the past. But, when all
is said and done, it will suffer from the same problems that
grip the Union. Besides, neither the Lisbon Treaty nor a pos-
sible "structured cooperation" would change one of the si-
tuations that has made the existence of a true common fo-
reign policy more difficult: the role of the United Kingdom
and France in the Security Council. 

Their presence in the Council is their main diplomatic
asset and at the same time forces them to take a stance
on every problem that reaches their agenda. Although the
Lisbon Treaty states that both countries will represent the
position of the Union in the Council, the reality may be
otherwise. As long as France and the United Kingdom see
that there is no one single position in the Union, they will
have to renationalize their foreign policy.

8.5. Proposals for the Immediate Challenges

The European construction process is not taking place in a
bubble disconnected from international reality. On the con-
trary, the Union is in the midst of a globalized society where
anything that happens in one part of the planet immediately
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affects the rest, especially in the case of the most develo-
ped societies. 

The future of the Union does not only depend on the inter-
nal debates about its institutional development or its ability
to get people excited again. Its role as a relevant internatio-
nal actor is also key. Its successes and failures will have an
influence on how the united Europe is finally defined. 

Europeans must understand that in the 21st century fo-
reign policy is not the result of work by the political elite and
civil servants anymore. In advanced democracies only poli-
tics works, because sectorial actions cannot go against the
principles maintained by the majority. 

European foreign policy and common security will only be
consolidated by public debate. Only if we win the battle of
political culture will we be able to have a foreign policy.
Europe needs a broad debate to set the general principles
of its foreign policy. 

Europeans must be aware of the importance, the bene-
fits and the costs of a coherent foreign policy. It is crucial
for their governments to cooperate closely based on this
shared conviction. The line dividing political domains that
until recently were defined as "internal" and "external" is
less and less clear. 

Foreign policy should define and defend common and
shared interests based on the freedom and security of the
States that make up the European Union. 

Since the Maastricht Treaty we have accepted that we
need to be equipped with a foreign and common security
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policy. We must not forget that the integration process itself
was designed as an instrument to defend a model of so-
ciety that the Atlantic community shared. We must advance
in the construction of a common foreign and security policy,
but we must not forget that the only possible and desirable
Europe is an Atlantic Europe. 

The road taken by the Old Continent to date is too short
and insufficient. To guarantee its security, Europe’s only al-
ternative is NATO; for the United States, however, there are
others.  

Based on these principles, we must advance in the
construction of the external dimension of the European
Union and remain loyal to our Atlantic allies. The climate
in the relationship between Europe and the United States
with the Obama Administration opens new horizons for
reinforcing the Atlantic connection. In this regard, our pro-
posals are: 

•Admitting the total compatibility of the European
Union with NATO to act globally.

A deep and loyal Atlantic relationship is required to ef-
fectively develop Europe’s interests which, to a great
extent, coincide with those of the United States. 

NATO is the expression of that community of inte-
rests. The French return to the integrated military struc-
ture is deeply significant both politically and strategi-
cally and will doubtless help overcome the false dilem-
ma that exists between the Atlantic Alliance and the
European Union. 
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However, Europe’s international dimension cannot
rest on Atlantic understanding alone anymore. The agre-
ement should be extended to other democracies. The
convergence of the values and interests of democratic
nations has grown which makes it easier to share res-
ponsibilities and launch more effective actions. 

•Recognizing terrorism as a true threat to freedom
and security in Europe.

Defeating terrorism should be one of the strategic goals
of the European Union. Achieving this is not only a ques-
tion of developing internal national policies; this goal
must be present in the foreign policy of the European
Union and the States that make it up. 

Europe must assume the goal of defeating terrorism
with the understanding that its very existence as a de-
mocratic, open and free society is at stake. 

•Promoting the extension of democracy, tolerance
and pluralism, and open societies and markets.

Development and peace require democracy, viable Rules
of Law, full guarantees of respect for people’s rights, and
free economies that generate wealth. Europe’s experien-
ce is clear on that point. European economic aid to third
countries should be effective in creating the basis for de-
mocracy and free economies.  

We must work towards an Alliance of the Civilized.
There is only one civilization, with different cultural ex-
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pressions, with different historical experiences and
with different beliefs and religious roots. Civilization
makes justice, scientific progress and the economic de-
velopment of its people possible, especially for the very
poor. 

Europe’s responsibility in its foreign actions is to
support those political, economic and social reforms di-
rected at developing stable and democratic government
systems that provide greater economic prosperity. 

The political principles which are the foundation of
European democracies cannot be abandoned and
should be part of the EU’s foreign action. This also
means refusing to collaborate with Governments that
openly reject free democracy, and even more so with
those that promote jihadism and terrorism. 

One of the fundamental goals should be to support
countries that have large Muslim communities, such
as Pakistan, Indonesia and countries in Central Asia,
so that they follow the example of openness and tole-
rance provided by countries such as Malaysia and
India. 

•Europe should assume Non-Proliferation as a priority 

Non-proliferation is the result of decades of joint efforts
and has major successes to its credit. Currently this is
in jeopardy due to violations by two totalitarian regimes:
North Korea and Iran. 
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Non-proliferation is a mechanism designed to avoid
greater crises. Europe should be willing to defend the
system that protects it in the face of States that do not
want to comply with their obligations. For Europe, non-
proliferation is not, and should not be, just another op-
tion. It is a real need. 

•The Balkans, a challenge for integration

This region of Europe has suffered the tragic consequen-
ces of social engineering and exclusionary nationalism.
The solidarity of the United States with Europe made the
establishment of peace and a start down the road to de-
mocracy possible. 

Europe is interested in founding plural, tolerant and
democratic societies with free and open economies. To
achieve this we must offer prospects of integration to
countries that, due to their history, culture and geopoliti-
cal position, could become on their own right part of the
European project. 

•Russia, an open and coherent policy 

Russia is a key country for Europe. The Union’s strategic
goal should be to strengthen its democratic institutions,
foster a more open economy and encourage its integration
in the concert of nations. In the face of the Russian giant,
a coherent common European policy with an Atlantic link
is more necessary than ever. 
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We must sidestep the provocations and avoid a new
Cold War climate with Russia. A strong position is more
effective in reaching an understanding with Moscow. It is
possible to identify common interests in security (war
against jihadist terrorism and proliferation) and in politi-
cal and economic questions. Without a doubt, this all
would have been easier if we had not committed the
error of accepting the unilateral independence of Kosovo
which violates principles of International Law. 

•Strong Support for Georgia and Ukraine

In the recent past, the European Union has not shown
strong and determined support for young democracies
whose independence and integrity is under serious threat. 

Europe should design a policy to support the demo-
cracies of Georgia and Ukraine. This is the only way to
foster their Euro-Atlantic vocation. This would aid in the
consolidation of an area of security and prosperity in two
friendly countries with a strong European vocation and
budding democracies. 

•Europe and Northern Africa, an essential link

Europe and Northern Africa, each with its history and cul-
ture, share hopes and problems. In any event, the histo-
ries and cultures are richer and more closely intertwined
than might appear at first glance. Europe and North
Africa can help each other grow stronger and make a
joint contribution to the progress of civilization in that re-
gion. 
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The European Union should promote political and eco-
nomic openness in the region to drive progress and sta-
bility. Many are the shared economic, social, political and
security interests. We must also push forward a solution
to the open conflicts in the region based on respect for
international law and agreement between the parties in-
volved. 

•Europe should support an agreement between the
State of Israel and the Palestinian Authority.

Ending this conflict is fundamental for Europe's security
and international stability. Europe has always had an im-
portant role in the region. 

The solution should be based on the recognition of
two viable States, with internationally recognized borders
and guaranteed security. 

The future Palestinian State has to be based on an open
democracy. Israel’s security has to be fully guaranteed. 

•The European Union should give priority to its rela-
tionships with the Mediterranean basin

This region is of special importance for European secu-
rity and is of growing economic and political interest. 

The Barcelona Process and the newly-formed Union
for the Mediterranean launched by President Sarkozy are
initiatives that must be backed. Furthermore, in desig-
ning its economic cooperation and political exchange
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4 Latin America; An Agenda for Freedom, FAES, Madrid, 2007.

programs, the Union should give priority to the stability,
openness and modernization of the societies in the
member countries.

•The European Union should commit itself to the sta-
bility of Afghanistan

Afghanistan is a first-order strategic problem. President
Obama wants to develop a joint strategy for Afghanistan
and Pakistan with the goal of defeating terrorism, brin-
ging stability to the region and establishing responsible
States. 

The European Union has an opportunity to make a de-
cisive contribution to achieving these goals. 

•Strengthening ties with Latin America

Latin America has always been a priority for Spain. The
goals of consolidating democracy, promoting economic
openness and modernization, and encouraging social welfa-
re in the region were shared by the European Union due to
our growing influence in Europe. 

Currently, democracy, freedom and stability are losing
ground in some countries in the region4. Europe, with the
drive of Spain, should adopt a determined policy of streng-
thening democracy, economic integration and providing sup-
port for stability. 
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•Backing those governments that fight against terro-
rism and organized crime, such as Mexico and Colombia.

Institutional weakness is a breeding ground for the esta-
blishment of terrorism and organized crime. The absen-
ce of law in entire regions, where Governments are una-
ble to maintain order, make them an ideal place for terro-
rist groups or organized crime to establish their operatio-
nal bases, search for sources of funding or create trai-
ning camps. 

The European Union should support those
Governments that make efforts to combat terrorism
and organized crime. This goal is especially advisable
in the case of democracies that are threatened by vio-
lence, whether it be by organized criminals or terro-
rists, such as Mexico and Colombia. 

•Supporting the victims of terrorism and recognizing
them as a moral referent

Defeating terrorism demands to perseverate in political
determination. The moral reference that the victims pro-
vide is crucial to achieving this goal. 

Terrorist victims remind society and the States that
they should act against all terrorist phenomena. Their
claim for justice is also a demand that no democratic go-
vernment sit down to negotiate with terrorists. No terro-
rist attack should remain unsolved due to political rea-
sons or interests, or simply because of the negligence of
society and the police or judicial system. 
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EPILOGUE 
FOR SPANIARDS

The accession of Spain to the European Communities in
1986 was the culmination of a long process which began
many years before. Since 1970, Spain had benefited from
a Preferential Trade Agreement signed with the
Communities. This agreement was very valuable for many
years. However, the non-democratic status of the Spanish
regime disqualified it from having a part in the European
project. The acceptance of the Spanish application in
1977, coinciding with the celebration of the first democra-
tic elections, opened the door to accession which took
place on January 1, 1986.

Accession permitted our country’s return to its essen-
tially European vocation as a full member of a project which
began in the 50s, and confirmed its complete integration in
the Western and Atlantic political stage. 

In 1985, the Organic Law that authorized the ratification
of the Treaty of Accession of Spain to the European
Communities was approved unanimously in both the
Congress and the Senate. We also saw very close to unani-
mous majorities a short time after with the passing of the
Single European Act in 1986 and a few years later in 1992
with the Maastricht Treaty. 
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This rare parliamentary unanimity that the integration of
Spain in the European Communities produced, and the swe-
eping majorities for the Treaties that followed, can be explai-
ned by the desire of the Spaniards to play an active role in
the institutions that should drive the economic and social
modernization of our country.  

The enormous symbolic significance that the
Communities had attained over time in the Spanish politi-
cal imagery made them a sort of Promised Land that would
only be reached when Spain were able to prove to the
European countries the existence of a “democratic state
form, in the sense of a liberal political organization” accor-
ding to Community authorities in 1962.

To take part in the European Project, Spain needed poli-
tical and social pluralism, political parties and free elec-
tions, commitment to the essentially political vocation of
the European Treaties. 

There is no better way to keep a mature 
Spanish Europeanism alive than by taking European
policy seriously and insistently defending Spain's
national interests

All of this began to come true in Spain in the summer of
1977. From then until 1986 almost a decade of complex ne-
gotiations, unjustified vetoes and arduous agreements took
place. Finally, the profound desire of so many generations of
Spaniards was satisfied. 

EPILOGUE FOR SPANIARDS
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Many years have passed since that moment and, as the
Governments of the Partido Popular demonstrated, there is
no better way to keep a mature Spanish Europeanism alive
than by taking European policy seriously and insistently de-
fending Spain's national interests, while at the same time
helping other Member States defend theirs. 

Spain does not need protection or patronage; it does not
need favours or spokespersons in the Union. It needs a
Government capable of understanding the complexities and
the demands of Communitarian politics and willing to work
hard to fulfil its obligations. This is the true pro-European
spirit. 

Spain frequently practices a purely rhetorical
Europeanism which lacks political nerve, realism, and does
not pay attention to the true core of the European integra-
tion process: protection of each Member State’s national in-
terests through the search for the interests of the whole.
This false Europeanism distances public opinion from
European issues and gives them the impression that they
are dealing with a phony and inconsistent Europeanism,
done for appearances sake and that does not correspond
to reality.

Useful Europeanism is based on active cooperation in the
judicial and institutional network of integration which is at
everyone’s, and each individual member’s, service. This has
been the secret to its success and forgetting it is usually the
reason for its failure. It is not a question of a syrupy lyricism
regarding European fraternity and the “overcoming” of the
Nation States. It is a question of what Europe is capable of
doing to benefit Europeans whose political life is mainly go-
verned by national political institutions. 
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Not only does the European Union not require that natio-
nal member traits fade away, but it counts on them being
maintained. A quick overview is enough to confirm that, far
from demanding their disappearance, the European Union
can revitalize those that are members. Compare the foun-
ding States in 1951 and 50 years later. Compare their GDP,
social structure, their importance in foreign relations or any
other relevant variable. Likewise, compare Spain in 1977
and Spain today.

The European Union will not endure except 
as an instrument of the political 
will of the European nations

The European Union does not suppress diversity, but places
it at the service of the whole. Furthermore, it cannot function
unless it is through the integration (not the disappearance) of
the individual interests in a single common interest. The obli-
gation of each Member State is to defend its own interests and
European institutions presuppose that they will act this way. No
one can substitute the Spanish Government in the execution
of its obligations, and nobody will demand that they be fulfilled
if we Spaniards don’t do it ourselves. 

Many books dedicated to the study of the European inte-
gration process cite a quote by the famous Spanish philo-
sopher José Ortega y Gasset, who passed away in October
1955. “Europe is, indeed, a swarm: many bees on a single
course”. The sentence is usually used to show the
Europeanism of the author who uses the quote and to high-
light the idea that Europe is "on a single course”, without
paying much attention to the fact that this single course is
made up of “many bees”. 

EPILOGUE FOR SPANIARDS
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In the original text this sentence is preceded by:
“Because the balance or equilibrium of powers is a reality
that essentially consists of the existence of plurality. If this
plurality were lost, that dynamic unity would vanish”. This
other sentence immediately follows: “This unitary character
of the magnificent European plurality is what I would call the
good homogeneity, which is fertile and desirable”. 

We would do well to listen to the philosopher’s warning
and remember that we Europeans have built a “partners-
hip” which needs political cooperation, but that its main fe-
ature is diversity, without which Europe would no longer be
what it is. When you go against diversity, when you attempt
forced homogenization, the result is disastrous.
Nevertheless, when you respect the essence of European
society, the radical diversity of the elements that make it
up, Europe is fertile and energetic. That should be the role
of the European Union. 

The European Union will not endure except as an instru-
ment of the political will of the European nations. It will en-
dure and be strong as long as the European States are wi-
lling to develop political programs that require a strong
European Union and have clear ideas and the political will
necessary to equip itself with such an instrument. There is
no other socio-political basis which would otherwise justify
its existence. 

However, the aforementioned willingness is reason
enough to justify and desire it: Europeans that wish to orga-
nize their political life using the institutions of liberal demo-
cracy and understand that their prosperity depends on a well-
functioning market economy, need the European Union. Not
any European Union, but the one necessary for that purpose. 
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Because of this, it is equally urgent for the Governments
of the Member States to open a public debate about the de-
cisions required to drive the needed urgent reform program-
me that we have detailed in this report.

It is not just a matter of “being” in Europe. 
It is a question of playing an active and decisive 
role in the European integration process 
that Spain needs 

The present circumstances require a profound reform of
the European economies, as well as a reassessment of the
security alliances (NATO reform) and the strengthening of
the liberal democratic institutions. In the case of Spain the
need is even greater. 

It is not acceptable that the national governments conti-
nue to blame the European Union for the unpopular policies
that they themselves have pushed through, because it de-
prives the public of the chance to participate in necessary
public political debates and damages the public image of
the Union. We have already seen that blaming the Union will
not get them very far because if public opinion doesn't
agree and back the political processes, of which the
European Union is but an instrument and a tool – due to ig-
norance or a lack of motivation and guidance by its leaders-
hip –, implementation of the policies will be practically im-
possible. 

This is the perspective that should be used to address
the future of the European Project, and is specifically what
Spain needs to do. 

EPILOGUE FOR SPANIARDS
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Our country has always reaped extraordinary benefits
from its wilful Europeanism. It is clear that since 2004,
when it was substituted by empty rhetoric, we have lost our
place and we have seriously damaged our reputation in the
eyes of our European partners. 

The Spaniards have had to foot the bill for the incompe-
tence of the Socialist Government. A bill that is too costly
to just let things go on as they are. It is not just a matter of
“being” in Europe. It is a question of playing an active and
decisive role in the European integration process that Spain
needs. 
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